
 

0:00 

them just two years later but we should because the people who told them are s�ll effec�vely in charge 
here's one 

0:07 

it's from 2021 this is CDC director relle winsky telling us informing us 

0:12 

that anyone who takes the vax and then somehow manages to get infected but that would never happen 
but if it did happen 

0:18 

that person would not be able to spread the virus to anyone else we promise watch can you if you were 
to get 

0:24 

infec�on with and vaccinated could you give it to somebody else were you silently able to spread it those 
data 

0:31 

were not covered in the clinical trials but now data have emerged again that have demonstrated that 
even if you were 

0:37 

to get uh infected during um post vaccina�on that you can't give it to 

0:43 

anyone else why hasn't she been charged with a crime well she never will be uh 

0:48 

and of course just a few years later it turns out the whole thing was a disaster 

0:53 

of world historic propor�ons books will be writen about this at some point when we can tell the truth 
about it a lot of 

0:59 

people were killed or permanently disabled by it how many is the ques�on how many people were hurt 
by the vax how 

1:06 



many people were killed by the vax that was mandatory we just spoke to Bret Weinstein on this show 
Professor Bret 

1:12 

Weinstein he told us he's seen research up to 17 million people across the globe may have died from it 
watch I was 

1:18 

recently at a conference uh in Romania on the covid crisis and so there was a 

1:24 

lot of work trying to unpack what we actually understand and I saw a credible 

1:30 

es�mate of something like 17 million deaths globally from this technology so 

1:37 

17 million deaths from the co vax well when you know when you scale up to 

1:42 

billions uh it's not hard to reach a number like that with a technology that's dangerous now to your 
deeper 

1:51 

ques�on I think let's Steelman so just 

1:56 

for perspec�ve I mean that's like the death toll of a global war yes absolutely it is this is a a a great 

2:04 

tragedy of History so that propor�on 17 million globally now that's an es�mate 

2:10 

and the interes�ng and most shocking fact actually is that we don't really know because no one seems to 
be keeping 

2:17 

track at least in this country which is amazing considering what our government keeps track of the B 
Administra�on 

2:23 

knows exactly how many transgender heart surgeons there are how many bisexual Simone airline pilots 
they keep track of 



2:29 

it with nazil likee Precision but how many people were killed or disabled by the co vaac they don't care 
so they're 

2:36 

not keeping track of those numbers so it falls to people who don't work for the US government and one 
of them is a man 

2:42 

called Steve kersch who was a MIT trained inventor by the way a long�me donor to the Democra�c party 
not a 

2:48 

lifelong rightwing extremist or anything a businessman but he has now dedicated his �me and his ample 
energy to 

2:55 

figuring out exactly what the covid vax did to this country and the world he's 

3:01 

the founder of the covid-19 early treatment fund Steve first joins us now Steve thanks so much for 
coming on thank 

3:06 

you Tucker it's great to be here so before um you tell us what you found and you've been working on this 
it seems to 

3:13 

me day and night for a couple of years tell us your background because it's it you don't have a 
background in public 

3:19 

health it it's sort of a weird life trajectory that you've had which I think makes a story more compelling 
how did 

3:25 

you get to where you are now to doing this well 

3:30 

I as a young uh kid I in uh I had a summer school probability course uh when 

3:36 

I was in high school and and that was just really um gamechanging for me I was 



3:41 

uh fascinated by math and just really excelled in math and I went to MIT I got 

3:47 

a couple of degrees uh from MIT le� MIT started about seven different high-tech 

3:53 

companies a couple of billion dollar uh uh couple of them had billion dollar 

3:58 

market caps and then what happened is covid essen�ally closed my business and that 

4:04 

we couldn't go into work and so I was looking to uh do whatever I could uh to 

4:11 

make a difference so that that uh I could go back to work and everybody else could as well and so I I 
started looking 

4:17 

at early treatments and started the covid-19 early treatment fund raised about $5 million and uh we we 
funded 

4:25 

research on on drugs like fluvoxamine which was featured on 60 Minutes 

4:30 

and then um uh there was of course this work on the vaccine in the background 

4:35 

and we were all very hopeful that uh the vaccine would be successful yes and so 

4:41 

it it it came out and the FDA said that they have tested it and it's um it's 

4:48 

totally safe and everybody should get it and uses this new novel technology and of course I'm a 
technologist so I'm 

4:55 

always looking for something that's new beter uh technology 

5:00 



and uh so they said super safe everybody should get it and I said look even 

5:05 

though that uh I knew about early treatments and I knew that the fluvoxamine was effec�ve in reducing 

5:11 

Long Haul covid and and if you got it early people didn't seem to uh suffer 

5:18 

from from covid even though I had that I said ah why don't I get an extra protec�on So I myself uh was 
vaccinated 

5:26 

in March of uh 2020 1 and I got two shots of madna and then about a month 

5:35 

later I started hearing horror stories from my friends I I heard from one 

5:41 

person who had three rela�ves who were perfectly healthy and all three of them 

5:46 

died a week a�er they got the vaccine and I said to her well I I said 

5:53 

that's impossible that's sta�s�cally like so unlikely that it could never happen if it was caused by the the 

5:59 

vaccine and she said yeah but they're dead and then a week 

6:05 

later uh the the our carpet cleaner comes uh at our door and he's wearing a 

6:11 

mask and I I give him a hard �me I say hey don't you know if you take the vaccine you don't have to wear 
a mask 

6:17 

and he said well I wasn't able to take both shots and I said why not he said well a�er the first shot two 
minutes 

6:23 

a�er the first shot I he had a heart atack and he was he spent the night in 



6:28 

the hospital and he has never been the same since that �me and so that was that was the 

6:38 

wakeup call for me when I saw it happening in my own personal Circle because I was believing the whole 

6:43 

narra�ve I was selling the whole narra�ve un�l this guy shows up at my door um to clean my carpet 
saying he had 

6:51 

a heart atack two minutes a�er he got the shot and he's never been the same and his wife had 
symptoms 

6:57 

too so that's what led me to start to look and see somebody's lying to me and I don't think it's my friends 
and so I 

7:03 

started looking at the vars data I looked at all sorts of data I looked at every piece of data I could lay my 
hands 

7:09 

on and it was all the same it was all showing that these shots are causing a 

7:14 

level of uh Adverse Events as well as 

7:20 

death morbidity and mortality uh beyond anything that's ever been seen before 

7:25 

wait can I ask you to can I ask you to pause right there so I mean you're describing pure intellectual 
inquiry 

7:33 

mo�vated by you know curiosity and concern which is great but you're also 

7:38 

doing this in a context and the context is the spring of 2021 where you are not 

7:44 



allowed to ques�on the vaccine if you want to remain friends with people if you want to be considered a 
serious 

7:49 

person if you don't want to be trashed on Wikipedia as you have been and so you spend your whole life 
Gathering 

7:55 

accolades going to you know impressive schools making a ton of money being celebrated in the press 
and you must 

8:01 

know on some level cuz you're smart that if you start talking about this stuff all of that is over and you're 
going to 

8:06 

be a thought criminal and people are going to look at you sideways did you know that no I had I had no 
idea I 

8:13 

thought that if I told the truth and I let people know about the facts and the data that I had uncovered 
that people 

8:21 

would basically say oh you're right uh this looks like a big problem we need to 

8:27 

stop the shots and I told my wife a�er you know before I did this I said hey this will be over in like two 
weeks I 

8:33 

mean yeah it the data is so clear that this is going to be done in two 

8:39 

weeks and I'm uh we're we're we're s�ll at it a�er all this �me so so tell us 

8:45 

tell us what you found and what you have found and what your conclusions are well what I found was all 
the data was 

8:52 

consistent with this vaccine being the most dangerous vaccine of all �me I mean there there are more 
reports on 



8:59 

this this vaccine in the VAR system which is the the vaccine Adverse Events Repor�ng System it's the 
official 

9:04 

system um for repor�ng Adverse Events for a vaccine it's set up by the US 

9:09 

government it's run by the US government and there were more reports for the 

9:15 

covid vaccine than for all vaccines in history 

9:21 

combined and not only that but we found out later that the this this fer system 

9:27 

which they set up to monitor for safety had triggered 770 different safety 

9:34 

signals now normally a vacine only will trigger zero safety signals it' be 

9:41 

really unusual for a vaccine to trigger any safety signals in fairs especially because the way they Define 
these safety 

9:47 

signals makes it almost impossible for a vaccine to trigger a safety signal but 

9:53 

this vaccine triggered 770 770 safety signals so what did these 

9:59 

CDC do about it they basically told no one the only reason that we even found 

10:06 

out about it is because someone issued a Freedom of Informa�on Act request to 

10:12 

the CDC reques�ng could you show me the output of the analysis of the safety 

10:18 



signal analysis you're supposed to do and so they got back a spreadsheet showing 770 safety signals 
were 

10:25 

triggered that is mindblowing that is not a three alarm fire that is a 

10:32 

770 alarm fire these are things like sorry myocardi�s these are things like 

10:38 

pulmonary embolism these are basically 770 unique symptom types that are 

10:46 

triggered in the ve system saying we have a problem here you need to 

10:52 

inves�gate this should have been a complete stopping condi�on for the CDC 

10:57 

the CDC should be warning people hey we got 770 safety signals never seen 

11:03 

anything like that before in history maybe we might have made a mistake on this vaccine but they said 

11:10 

nothing they didn't even let people know that there had been any safety signals 

11:16 

that were triggered and so there's no ques�on that the CDC is a very corrupt 

11:22 

organiza�on and that these people who are in charge here are burying all the 

11:28 

safety signals they will not engage with you they talk about saying hey we want 

11:33 

to stop misinforma�on but you know the way you stop misinforma�on you know by the way I 

11:39 

agree with them you know misinforma�on is a problem and misinforma�on kills the only thing that we 
disagree on is 



11:47 

who is telling that informa�on now I think it's them and they think it's me but inless the two of us get 
together in 

11:55 

a dialogue we're not going to be able to figure that out and they seem to not 

12:00 

want to engage in dialogue with anybody that they call a misinforma�on 

12:06 

spreader so we never have resolu�on of this and in fact it's so easy for them 

12:13 

to stop the misinforma�on instantly all they have to do is invite us to a room I 

12:20 

don't care whether it's at the CDC or HHS in a room where we go and we say hey 

12:26 

let's query the vssd database which is the vaccine safety data link database 

12:31 

let's query the Medicare database and let's um query the Medicaid database 

12:36 

let's let's query those databases and see what results we get let's give it give us free access to query the 
data we 

12:44 

don't have to do the querying ourselves you can do the querying you just tell us the results we're not 
looking for any 

12:49 

personally iden�fiable informa�on just sta�s�cs let's go give us free access 

12:55 

to the data so we can Surface the truth and if we're wrong we we'll back back 

13:00 

off no nothing can't can't get that can't get a dialogue with them they 

13:06 



won't give us access to the data but the DAT the data that we do have access to that we've been able to 
get it all shows 

13:12 

that the these vaccines are killing people and they're killing the very people that they were meant to 
protect 

13:17 

it's actually increasing your risk of death me I like on what grounds could they refuse to allow an 

13:24 

American ci�zen access to data that he pays for in the country that he owns 

13:30 

a a apparently they they're not required by law to respond they're required to 

13:36 

respond to the Freedom of Informa�on Act requests now those Freedom of Informa�on Act requests 
provide a very 

13:44 

narrow level of of data transparency we can only get reports that they've 

13:49 

produced we can't the under the the Foya laws you're not allowed to request stuff 

13:57 

that they don't already have so you they can run a um a s simple record count and 

14:04 

say how many records are you know uh how many people died or what have you but 

14:10 

you can't do uh you can't get them to create novel records uh under the 

14:16 

Freedom of Informa�on Act request so you can't get them to run a query For You especially one that 
involves um say 

14:24 

uh uh you querying two two different databases because that would require work and work is not 
covered under Foy 



14:32 

so they have the op�on to opt out and whenever you try to request anything like that they always opt 
out or they 

14:38 

don't respond I mean like Aaron Siri's been trying to get lots of data from them for for a very long �me 
and has 

14:45 

spent several years in li�ga�on successfully and you know finally gets data but you know this should this 

14:52 

should not be like pulling teeth they should be like guys they they should be welcoming us they should 
be saying come 

14:59 

on in we want the truth to be exposed this shouldn't be an adversarial uh uh kind of rela�onship 

15:07 

this should be a very Coopera�ve rela�onship we're just scien�sts we're we're just trying to find out 
what the 

15:12 

data says and you know people like Brian hooker they were granted access to uh to 

15:18 

these databases to the vssd databases and when Brian hooker started finding a connec�on between 
Au�sm and vaccines 

15:26 

his access to the vssd database was revoked instantly and so this is the way 

15:33 

it works once you're on to something they revoke access now when there's no data transparency you 
have to be very 

15:40 

very suspicious of your government so look you know uh uh you know I have an 

15:46 

open invita�on to the heads of the CDC and the FDA if you want you said that 

15:52 



misinforma�on is a problem you want to stop it all you have to do is invite us 

15:58 

in let us do the queries on your database and we'll see what the data says yeah and we'll make all of that 

16:05 

informa�on public it's all about transparency of Public Health Informa�on it shouldn't be kept private of 
course let us see the numbers that we 

16:11 

paid for and own as American ci�zens you disgus�ng dishonest bureaucrats I 

16:17 

agree but you don't have the chance to do that so what data sets are you looking at and what do they 
tell 

16:23 

you well so we I have um some data that 

16:29 

we were able to get um from the Medicare database and it shows very conclusively 

16:34 

that if you give uh the new Mao vaccine for example in uh March of 2021 it's a 

16:41 

flat line in fact it slops downward if you give the covid vaccine to the same 

16:47 

group of people effec�vely it slopes upwards and it's not supposed what is it 

16:55 

that's sloping upwards the the deaths the death you kill people okay yeah yeah like you 

17:02 

know did did it impact your mortality and so with the covid vaccine your 

17:08 

mortality increases every day since you got the shot for a while and so we we 

17:14 

we've seen that in the US data in the US Medicare data that's gold standard data 



17:20 

that's hard to dispute and you can't say it was oh it's just the �ming because we can compare vaccine a 
with vaccine B 

17:27 

and vaccine a goes like like this and vaccine B the safer vaccine is a flat 

17:32 

line in fact it slopes downwards the other one slopes upwards and so it's comp it's obvious to anybody 
looking at 

17:41 

that data that the vaccine is increasing mortality and then we got this I was 

17:47 

contacted I got the data dump from New Zealand there was a guy Barry young who 

17:53 

is a database administrator for the New Zealand Ministry of Health essen�ally health New Zealand and 
he was very 

18:01 

concerned about what he was seeing in the database because people were ge�ng the shots and dying 
and so he he 

18:08 

released the uh the datab the complete database of the database that he 

18:14 

controlled and he released it and I got a copy of the original database I then 

18:20 

uh opusc it to make sure that there was no personally iden�fiable informa�on that was disclosed and I 
released the 

18:27 

the record level data the pa�ent record level data that has never been disclosed 

18:34 

for any vaccine in history by any government in 

18:40 



the en�re world so this is a this is an event this is an unprecedented event 

18:47 

never before in world history has anyone ever released this pa�ent level record 

18:55 

level data showing when a person was vaccinated and showing when they died 

19:01 

and and it's for on it's on on a per person basis we don't need to disclose 

19:06 

any names we don't even need to disclose ages we just talk about age ranges and 

19:12 

you do this analysis on this data it's called a Time series cohort analysis it's the same 

19:19 

analysis that the UK does the UK office of na�onal sta�s�cs does when they 

19:25 

try to analyze the vaccine in their country and show the vaccine is safe 

19:30 

they do what's called a Time series cohort analysis now I did the exactly 

19:35 

the same analysis technique on that data and what 

19:41 

it shows is very clear it shows that if whatever whatever is happening in the 

19:47 

background if the if the background is going uh upwards because you got it like 

19:53 

um dose three is given at a �me when uh deaths are low and they're going high 

20:00 

and it and so you you naturally expect a slope up and we saw a slope up but the slope up went up like 
this instead of 

20:08 



this and for dose number four where the deaths are now falling because it's six 

20:15 

months later and it's the completely opposite seasonality deaths are now 

20:20 

falling but if you look at the �me series cohort analysis deaths are rising 

20:26 

so in all cases is the deaths are exceeding what you would expect from 

20:32 

background there's no doubt about it I've talked to epidemiologists it's like 

20:38 

look it's very very CLE clear it's Crystal Clear we have record level data 

20:44 

it's the best data possible and it shows without any doubt whatsoever that the 

20:51 

vaccines are killing the very people that they were meant to protect so it's 

20:57 

confirma�on of what we saw in the Medicare data now I can't have a 

21:02 

discussion with any epidemiologist in the world other than people who agree with me like Harvey r is's 
one of the 

21:09 

top epidemiologists in the world and he will say yeah there's there's no way you 

21:15 

can explain that and no epidemiologist in the world will come and and chat with 

21:22 

me about it and tell me how I got it wrong because this method is very a�ve 

21:28 

there's only one way to do the �me series cohort analysis and what it shows 

21:33 



is very clear and anybody who claims that it doesn't show anything doesn't 

21:39 

really understand how to analyze data properly and so look I have an open invita�on to any 
epidemiologist you 

21:46 

know let's have a discussion but nobody wants to talk about it in fact the epidemiologists that agree with 
me uh 

21:53 

tell me hey I can't chat with you and give my support because I will be be 

21:58 

fired from my job if I do that and so I can't afford to speak to you because I 

22:04 

need to provide for my family if I come and support you I'll be fired and like 

22:12 

there's one epidemiologist in in an area of the world where you know he can't get another job so he he's 
he's like you 

22:19 

know totally support what you're doing you're absolutely right but not I'm not really allowed to say a 
word because as 

22:26 

an epidemiologist will be fired it's the same thing happening for doctors doctors are not allowed to 
speak out if doctors 

22:32 

speak out they're going to lose their license to prac�ce medicine they they could lose their job uh they'll 
be uh uh 

22:40 

their family won't talk family members won't talk to them anymore you know the whole thing I mean 
this is this is just 

22:46 

terrible that we can't we have people dying and we can't talk about it what what do you think based on 
the 

22:54 



numbers that you've seen and analyzed the death toll is from the co vac uh worldwide or uh how about 

23:02 

worldwide and the us if you have those yeah I mean worldwide it's over 13 uh 

23:08 

milon people uh easily uh you know Denny Rancourt uh came up with 17 uh million 

23:16 

people and I don't disagree with that uh at all I think that's a that's a fair es�mate and that doesn't 
surprise me at 

23:22 

all I know it's at least 13 million um so 17 million isn't uh a far stretch 

23:28 

from that and by the way you did an excellent interview with uh Bret Weinstein I I thought it was one of 

23:35 

Bret's uh finest interviews ever and and you did a just a spectacular job I 

23:41 

agree with everything that Bret said I mean I listened to that interview very 

23:46 

carefully everything that Bret said was spoton I mean it it does raise a number 

23:54 

a number of ques�ons some of them even philosophical ques�ons like how how can you how can World 
governments kill more 

24:01 

than 10 million people and leave some large undetermined number disabled for life and not say a word 
about it not 

24:10 

apologize not work to fix it not work to make the families whole I mean just 

24:17 

leave it by the side of the road like a corpse and keep marching I don't understand that how can that 

24:23 

happen um believe me I'm surprised as well you know I can't get an audience 



24:30 

with anybody in the United States Congress except for Senator Ron Johnson 

24:36 

like I can't have a dialogue they won't talk to me nobody wants to know they 

24:42 

don't want to know the truth it's like au�sm in this country you know au�sm's 

24:47 

been around for a very long �me and we've known from this Sta�s�cs that 

24:53 

vaccines cause au�sm it's the leading cause of au�sm now now can we even get 

24:59 

a discussion about that may I may I ask you to pause that I mean the statement 

25:05 

you just made is verboten I mean no person who wanted to say work at the 

25:11 

Atlan�c magazine or who takes the New York Times on a daily basis would would ever say something like 
that because you're not allowed to say that why do 

25:18 

you tell us why you say that say it's because it's true yeah 

25:23 

I've collected my own data just independently to look at at the 

25:29 

connec�on between vaccines and au�sm and it's amazing I had I had over uh 

25:34 

10,000 parents uh tell me about their kids and I said hey tell me about your kids tell me how many 
vaccines they've 

25:39 

goten tell me if they have au�sm tell me if they have ADHD tell me you know just tell me about your 
kids tell me 

25:45 



about the medical condi�ons and tell me about how many shots they get and it's a 

25:50 

straight line the more shots you get the more likely you are to get au�sm and it's the same thing for 
ADHD it's a same 

25:57 

thing for panda pans it's the same thing for autoimmune diseases I mean the it is 

26:03 

basically the more shots you get the less healthy the kids are and this is 

26:10 

very clear from the sta�s�cs and then people say oh Steve you know you're your misinforma�on super 
spreader and your 

26:18 

followers don't believe in vaccines but there's no way that parents could have 

26:24 

coordinated their answers to this ques�on to create a straight line for 

26:32 

all of these condi�ons that the more vaccines you get the greater your chance I don't care who my 
followers are 

26:39 

there's no way that you can game a sta�s�cal result like that so I know 

26:45 

just from my personal uh uh surveys that there's no way you could game something 

26:51 

like this that there is a connec�on but you know we have H lots of data that's 

26:57 

in the that is known by other researchers every um that there are lots of these papers the publishing 
that are 

27:04 

published showing the link between uh vaccines and au�sm I know one uh Doctor 

27:09 



Who's she he he um he had like a 150 

27:14 

au�sm cases and he said 44 of them happened rela�vely overnight meaning 

27:20 

that they happened within either the the child was was normal one day and then severely au�s�c the 
next day or it 

27:27 

happened over a one or two week period he said in for he had 44 cases where 

27:33 

where he had rapid onset au�sm and in every single one of the 44 cases it 

27:40 

happened within two weeks a�er a vaccine now so that is sta�s�cally 

27:45 

impossible if vaccines aren't causing au�sm so what one thing that's always and I I'm I'm willing to 
believe every 

27:52 

single thing you say um and watching the response to Bobby Kennedy's famous Rolling Stone or ar�cle 
almost 20 years 

27:58 

ago convinced me they were hiding something because the hysteria was just overwhelming but what's 
so interes�ng 

28:05 

is there are a couple of big au�sm advocacy groups well there's one big one and they quote don't take a 
posi�on on 

28:13 

this and how could a group that supposedly Advocates on behalf of 

28:19 

children with au�sm and funds research to prevent au�sm or to to to alleviate 

28:25 

the symptoms of au�sm how could they ignore this well they shouldn't you know but 



28:31 

they do and the reason that they do is because they'll be uh uh they're worried 

28:37 

about being uh essen�ally uh offending their donors right and what 

28:45 

they want is they want to have the widest possible donors and uh donor base and I you know I think 
that's the reason 

28:51 

and it's like you know for example there's a guy Richard Fry he's one of the top au�sm research in the 
world and 

28:59 

he's admited that hey all of us top au�sm researchers know that vaccines cause 

29:05 

au�sm but we're just not allowed to talk about it and so Richard Fry will 

29:12 

never publicly talk about that vaccine's cause au�sm because if he did his 

29:18 

funding would go away and so it's a mater of self-preserva�on he basically has to 

29:25 

remain silent and he can do his work to combat au�sm he just isn't allowed to 

29:30 

tell the world that vaccines cause au�sm but you know he makes a decision 

29:37 

and his decision is based on a you know sort of a risk benefit if I if I tell 

29:42 

the world that if he he says you know the reasoning is if I tell the world that vaccines cause au�sm 
basically I'm 

29:50 

kaput as a researcher I will never get any dollars of funding again and I can't 

29:55 



help my pa�ents they'll take my license away they'll take my funding away 

30:00 

they'll destroy me I will not be able to contribute anymore to figure out what 

30:06 

the Cure is and so he basically remains silent for self-preserva�on reasons now 

30:14 

if he and all of his peers were to get together and in unison say hey vaccines 

30:21 

cause au�sm we're the 20 top researchers in the world vaccines cause au�sm we need to stop 

30:27 

this we need to let people know of the connec�on then that could that could 

30:34 

possibly change everything or it could result in those 20 researchers essen�ally being disenfranchised 
being 

30:42 

kicked out of their jobs being um you know not being able to help au�s�c 

30:47 

kids anymore and so it's a risk for them and so they don't play the risk and the 

30:54 

problem is that we have so many kids today you know it's the the 

31:00 

CDC says it's 1 in35 I think it's much higher than that um because I've talked to to friends and just pulled 
my friends 

31:07 

I said hey do you have an au�s�c kid in in your household and it's like uh one in four of my friends have 
an 

31:12 

au�s�c kid in their household and so these numbers are 

31:18 

staggering and the way to stop it is is to to realize that the whole vaccina�on 



31:25 

program the whole childhood vaccina�on program you're beter off as a child not ge�ng any vaccines at 
all than ge�ng 

31:34 

the whole uh uh childhood schedule and there have been papers on this that show that kids who got 
zero shots and and 

31:42 

they compare kids that are completely unvaccinated with kids who are fully vaccinated there's no 

31:48 

comparison that the kids who are completely unvaccinated are far healthier than their vaccinated peers 

31:55 

and you know there's a clinic in in the United States I'm not going to tell you where because otherwise 
they'll be shut 

32:02 

down almost instantly um but this Clinic has been basically not giving kids 

32:09 

vaccines and and explaining to parents the risk benefit of vaccines and the parents are deciding not to 
vaccinate 

32:15 

their kids there's not been a single unvaccinated kid in their prac�ce in 25 

32:22 

years and this is tens of thousands of kids in 25 years not a single case of 

32:28 

au�sm when they withhold the vaccines from the kids and the kids are healthier and so there are all of 
these studies in 

32:35 

the peer- reviewed literature comparing a completely unvaccinated kids with completely vaccinated kids 
and they're 

32:40 

all in favor of the unvaccinated kids not a single excep�on and so they tried 

32:47 



to get a the NIH to go and do a study to be the defini�ve study comparing fully 

32:54 

unvaccinated kids with fully vaccinated kids but they couldn't even get the bill 

32:59 

out of commitee in Congress they had nine co-sponsors it was in in uh 2009 

33:06 

they had nine co-sponsors including I think um uh uh I I think Rand Paul was a 

33:12 

was a co-sponsor of this they couldn't get it was killed in commitee they couldn't even ask the NIH Force 
the NIH 

33:20 

to do a study between the completely unvaccinated and and the fully vaccinated so this has been going 
on for 

33:27 

a long �me that they've been able to hide this stuff they've been able to hide the connec�on between 
vaccines and 

33:32 

au�sm they've been able to to hide the connec�on between vaccines and all of these diseases that kids 
have the you 

33:39 

know the ADHD the peanut allergies the food allergies the um any kind of 

33:44 

autoimmune diseases I mean these things are are totally linked with the vaccines 

33:50 

and You' see it in the data and of course the CDC knows this like the CDC had a study it was done in in 
early 2000 

33:59 

and uh William Thompson was one of the authors of that study and he admited 

34:04 

that the CDC basically told him to delete all data that linked vaccines and 



34:11 

au�sm from his study so he can report that there's no link between vaccines and au�sm He was ordered 
to destroy 

34:19 

data linking vaccines and au�sm and when they tried to get him to tes�fy in 

34:24 

Congress that he was ordered by his CDC superiors to destroy this 

34:29 

data uh uh Bill posy Congressman Bill posy was was basically told look you're 

34:35 

not going to have this hearing in Congress we're not going to let uh Bill Thompson tes�fy you're not 
going to 

34:41 

have your hearing and if you insist on it we're going to take away all your commitee chairmanships so 
it's 

34:46 

basically they don't want to see any of this stuff happening they don't want to exposed in Congress 
Congress is 

34:53 

complicit uh in this it certainly is it's horrible so let me uh I've got two 

34:58 

more ques�ons for you um one before I forget if people have made it this far into the interview and want 
to know more 

35:04 

about your research the data you've uncovered where will they find that sure 

35:09 

it's uh Steve uh it's it's uh kersch substack uh.com Kirch substack Doc and 

35:18 

they can go there you can also go to my Twiter feed and then it'll link you to the uh uh sorry the the X 
uh my ex uh 

35:28 



profile St kersch St ksch on uh on X and you can also go 

35:35 

there as well and I've writen about 15 probably over 1500 ar�cles on uh 

35:42 

vaccines and uh covid mi�ga�ons and so forth and there's a lot of material 

35:48 

there for people to go through and you know I've I've accumulated uh you know somewhere around a 
million followers 

35:55 

worldwide on the social media pla�orm forms and substack and so forth it it's 

36:00 

it's and this leads exactly to my last ques�on which is it it's just an amazing life Arc that you've had you 

36:05 

said that uh not even three years ago you you you got vaccinated yourself you were not afraid of 
vaccines you were 

36:12 

kind of hopeful that they would work and now you've produced this enormous Corpus of research um 
showing just the opposite 

36:20 

what has happened to your life you a minute ago talked about researchers you 

36:27 

know who won't go public for fear of having their lives destroyed you've moved in the opposite direc�on 
at high 

36:32 

speed what's happened to your life since you started doing this um we'd lost probably 

36:41 

95% of the friends who used to associate with uh with us normally uh they won't 

36:50 

talk to us anymore it's basically we don't want to talk to you you're an evil person personal friends yeah 
yeah you know it's the same 



36:57 

thing with the scien�fic Advisory Board uh uh members they said um I said look hey if I'm wrong you 
know please tell me 

37:04 

please engage with me and tell me where I got it wrong and they said no you're an evil person we don't 
want to talk to you you're wrong and we don't want to 

37:12 

talk to you you're you're you're a bad person you know I I had a um my wife and 

37:17 

I were given a na�onal caring award because of our work with uh philanthropies we're we're a big 

37:25 

philanthropist and so we received a na�onal carrying award in Washington DC in a big ceremony and 
was it the award 

37:31 

was personally presented by Hillary Clinton uh in my case uh they had 

37:37 

Senator Clinton uh give the award to us in DC and I used to have that on my 

37:42 

Wikipedia profile now as soon as I came out and I said that the the data shows 

37:49 

that the vaccines are not safe my na�onal caring award was removed from 

37:55 

my Wikipedia profile you know and it it it's just an objec�ve um uh showing how wow people 

38:04 

are basically trying to posi�on you and to recast you as now this evil person 

38:11 

who spreads misinforma�on when all you're doing is telling the truth so we 

38:16 

lost about 95% of our friends and you know but but I look at it and I say look 

38:22 



you know I I may have lost um 100 or 200 friends but I now have a million new 

38:31 

friends and I get stopped at airport saying hey are you Steve kersch and can I have a selfie with you you 
know and so 

38:39 

I've gone from not being recognized in public to going anywhere in the world 

38:45 

and people will stop me and say hey can I take a selfie with you and so that 

38:51 

it's a prety drama�c shi� I went from being a top high-tech between I used to 

38:58 

be a high-tech execu�ve respected high-tech execu�ve and now I can't talk 

39:03 

to my high-tech peers they think I'm nuts and and now you do a Google search 

39:09 

uh and you you search for misinforma�on super spreader I'm the top hit you know 

39:15 

I never expected in my life that I would be the the one thing that it would be 

39:21 

different about me that the one unique thing that I would be the best in the world at that I would be the 
number one 

39:28 

hit at Google on is misinforma�on super spreader that is like you know at least 

39:34 

but you know I'm grateful at least I found my calling at least I'm good at something and and it is great to 
be 

39:43 

na�onally recognized by Google as the top hit when you type in misinforma�on 

39:48 



super spreader but you know all I'm doing is I'm telling the truth yes I've no�ced and it is so hard that 
you know 

39:56 

it's just like Peter hotz was offered millions of dollars to have a civil 

40:03 

debate with Bobby Kennedy and hotz turned it down who 

40:09 

would turn down a million dollars just to have a discussion with someone Bobby 

40:15 

Kennedy's been trying to get a debate on au�sm for 20 years for 20 years he's 

40:21 

been trying to get somebody in the medical community to have a debate with in 20 years he's not had a 
single debate 

40:29 

with anyone in the medical community on au�sm and it's the same thing with 

40:35 

Peter Hotes everyone who is a classed as a 

40:40 

misinforma�on spreader or super spreader they all want to have a civil 

40:46 

debate and a dialogue to say hey this is what the data shows if we got it wrong 

40:51 

please explain it to us but there is nobody who is prominent on the pro 

40:58 

vaccine narra�ve side who will agree to 

41:04 

debate anyone on our side yes so everybody challenging The Narra�ve says 

41:10 

please let's have a civil discussion and the people on the other side are saying no we will not have a 
discussion with 



41:18 

you we will not engage with you let's duke it out in the medical literature 

41:23 

and that is a copout because we have been duking it out in the 

41:28 

medical literature on au�sm for 20 years there are more papers showing that 

41:34 

vaccines cause au�sm then there are papers showing vaccines don't cause au�sm now if we haven't 
resolved that 

41:41 

in 20 years in the medical literature why do we think it's suddenly going to 

41:46 

happen for au�sm or for the covid vaccines that's right it's not going to happen the only way it's going to 
happen 

41:53 

is with civil dialogue where we're allowed to say say hey here's the evidence explain it here's the 
evidence 

41:59 

on our side let's have the dialogue but the dialogue has been turned into 

42:05 

censorship and Bobby Kennedy made a brilliant observa�on he says that the history has shown that 
anyone 

42:14 

who uses censorship as a weapon they're always on the wrong side they're commi�ng a crime by 
defini�on that's 

42:21 

exactly right yeah well I think um I have concluded that you're an amazing person um and that you're 
telling the 

42:27 

truth and I'm grateful that you spent this �me with us and I hope good evening and welcome to Tucker 
Carlson tonight here is the main thing you need 



42:34 

to know about Joe Biden he is 82 80 years old rather he was born in 1942 in 

42:40 

the first half of the last century the year Biden was born only 36% of American 

42:46 

households had a telephone nearly half of them did not have indoor plumbing Joe Biden turned 80 last 
November this fall 

42:52 

he will be 81 if Biden were to serve a second fullterm as president president he would be 86 years old in 
other words 

42:58 

4 years from 90 these are not trivial facts about Joe Biden these are the 

43:04 

central facts of Joe Biden's life Joe Biden's age defines him and all of us 

43:09 

that's true for every person age is just a number you will hear people say but they are lying to 
themselves age is more 

43:15 

than a number age is an expression of the core biological reality of human existence which is that at 
some point it 

43:21 

comes to a close age is the way that we chart our progression from birth to death as we pass from this 
world as 

43:27 

billions before us have and are replaced by others that used to be called the cycle of life no one has ever 
changed it 

43:34 

no one ever will so our choice is between accep�ng a reality we cannot alter or denying that reality even 

43:41 

exists the Democra�c party has chosen the later tomorrow is March 1st that 

43:47 



means a year from today we will be in the middle of presiden�al primary season Joe Biden has given 
every 

43:52 

indica�on that he plans to par�cipate in that and that his party is firmly behind him the DNC has already 
changed 

43:59 

the primary calendar to make South Carolina which is a machine state where the outcome can easily be 
scripted the 

44:04 

very first contest and that was not an accident it was done it was changed to help Joe Biden win Biden 
says he's 

44:12 

strongly considering running again Biden's wife of course says she very much hopes he will run and most 

44:17 

tellingly of all no mainstream Democrat has announced a run against him so as of 

44:23 

tonight Joe Biden is in the race for the Democra�c nomina�on and as of tonight he will get the 
nomina�on and that's just amazing if 

44:30 

you think about it Joe Biden would be 82 years old on inaugura�on day that is 8 

44:35 

years older than the average life expectancy for men in this country so virtually everyone in his high 
school 

44:41 

class will be gone by then but Joe Biden will be just beginning his second term as president of the United 
States would 

44:48 

that be healthy for America would it be healthy for Joe Biden of course not it's awful 82-year-old men 
should not be 

44:56 

running countries they are not strong enough mentally or physically everybody knows that very much 
including any 



45:01 

82-year-old man you ask the people around Joe Biden certainly know that how could they not know that 
they watch him 

45:09 

and you do too here's Joe Biden in Warsaw Poland just last week the 

45:14 

ques�ons we faced were as simple as they were profound would we 

45:19 

respond or would we look the other way would we be strong or would we be weak 

45:26 

would be you we would would we the all of our allies would be United or 

45:31 

divided should we play Clips like that a million �mes for you over the past few years we could play a 
million more 

45:37 

because Joe Biden talks like that every day at this point it's how he talks Joe Biden is losing his ability to 
speak 

45:44 

that's not a secret it's not something you learn from our confiden�al sources and are bringing to you for 
the first �me tonight exclusively that is obvious 

45:51 

to the en�re world and you'll probably sound like that too if you make it to Joe Biden's age we will also 
it's not 

45:58 

weird it's natural it's not an atack on Joe Biden hardly it's an observa�on but 

46:05 

because it's natural we have been commanded to ignore it Don Lan got 

46:10 

suspended from his show at CNN recently for sugges�ng that a presiden�al candidate in her 50s was 
quote Pastor 

46:16 



Prime and that's odd really as a factual mater what Don Lem man said is true 

46:21 

people in their 50s are literally certainly physically past their Prime that's a fact take it from someone 
who's 

46:26 

53 so why was that such a controversial point of all the demented things that 

46:32 

Don Lem man has said over the years no�cing somebody's age is what blows up his career yes because 
that simple 

46:41 

commonplace observa�on people weaken with age points to a power that will 

46:46 

forever remain Beyond human authority which is the power to control �me no 

46:52 

mater how rich we are we cannot prevent ourselves from ge�ng older we can buy Botox and hair plugs 
and 

46:58 

faceli�s Joe Biden has bought all of that but in the end we degrade anyway because we are not God 
accep�ng this 

47:06 

fact that we are not God working within the pre-ordained limits of nature is the key to balance and 
happiness in this 

47:14 

human life ignoring that fact leads to insanity or in the case of modern 

47:19 

America it leads to the trans agenda and climate theology if you asked a 100 

47:24 

honest people to name the things that human beings cannot control most would list biological sex and 
the weather you 

47:31 



can't decide whether you're a boy or a girl you are what you are born sorry and nobody try as we might 
can make a sunny 

47:38 

day you don't manufacture it you receive it a sunny day either happens or it doesn't it's not up to you at 
best we 

47:45 

can try to predict the weather we cannot determine the weather since the dawn of �me that has been 
so obvious that 

47:51 

almost nobody's ever men�oned it but saying it out loud is now heresy and and that's because our 
leadership class is 

47:57 

at open war with nature nature is the final limit to their power and so they hate it they tell us they're in 
charge 

48:03 

of human biology even of DNA trans women are women they Screech meet our lady Admiral they brag 
about how they now 

48:10 

control the weather too hot for you hold on we'll change that with the green New Deal and then they 
tell us of course 

48:15 

that age no longer maters Joe Biden may live forever we've got AI now it's all a ridiculous fantasy they 
have no such 

48:22 

power they can't even keep the electrical grid running in the state of California and on some level they 
know that they 

48:28 

know how limited they are which is why they become so hysterical in the face of 

48:33 

physical reality because it's a reminder of their limits do you remember this fall when that NBC reporter 
a woman called Dasha 

48:40 



Burns dared to point out that John fedman stroke had damaged him well of course it had damaged him 
everyone could 

48:45 

see it had damaged him but to feterman's wife and the rest of the democra�c establishment and the 
rest of 

48:51 

the press Corps saying something like that out loud was more offensive than any obscenity 

48:56 

here's an outrage Mrs fedman what a disservice that she did to 

49:01 

not only my husband but to anyone facing a disability and working through it and 

49:07 

I don't know how there were not consequences right I mean there are consequences for folks in these 

49:12 

posi�ons who are any of the isms I mean she was ableist well she's an ableist how 

49:19 

Gizelle fedman because someone had correctly pointed out that her husband was no longer able 
because he had a 

49:25 

stroke in other words reality intruded on Mrs fed's fantasy and therefore 

49:31 

reality itself had to be shouted down and destroyed you're seeing an awful lot of 

49:37 

this a�tude that exact a�tude recently from the people in charge it's not a healthy sign wise leaders 

49:43 

recognize the limits the inherent limits of their power they know that they're not in control of much 
actually because 

49:50 

no one is you can decide what to have for breakfast that's up to you but you cannot decide to become a 
woman you 



49:57 

can't choose to live to 100 you can't even choose to think clearly at 80 none of that is your choice even if 
you're 

50:04 

the president life unfortunately is a sexually transmited invariably fatal 

50:09 

condi�on that's not a bad thing it's just true and when you deny it bad 

50:15 

things happen and they are Candace Owens host the cace Owens podcast she joins us 

50:21 

now I have to say Candace Owens the one thing I will never atack Joe Biden for his age because it's the 
one thing he 

50:26 

doesn't control and I have absolute sympathy for him I hope to make it to that age so this is not an atack 
on him 

50:33 

for being old I'm just amazed that no one around him feels empowered enough to 

50:40 

point out I'm sorry you're too old to be president why is that the one verboten thing why is that the one 
thing no one can 

50:47 

say yeah you know I do feel some sympathy for Joe Biden because obviously he is mentally in 
incapacitated but it 

50:53 

does make you want to ques�on Jill Biden and people like jelle fedman who understand exactly what 
their husbands 

50:58 

are going through understand that they're being mocked on the world stage and understand that they 
are struggling uh struggling even to form coherent 

51:04 

sentences and yet they sit there and they applaud and they think we're just going to keep hiding this 
from the public all on their quest uh for power 



51:10 

and that's really what this comes down to look we can call these people incompetent they are but does 
incompetency mater no because they're 

51:17 

here to serve the party this is all Democrats care about you are here to serve the party and actually if 
you are incompetent that's even beter right 

51:24 

because these are puppets these people are on strings these people are to do what they're told and not 
to think expressly actually they are told not to 

51:31 

think individually think only about the party do what we tell you to do and what we want you to do is to 
further 

51:37 

disintegrate these communi�es is to further denigrate these communi�es because what we are a�er for 
as the party ini�a�ve is full omnipotence and 

51:45 

what they need to create is a new system of slavery this is why I call it the ul�mate thing that they are 
a�er is 

51:50 

Neo slavery they want to make sure that no individual holds power in this country and so what what 
you're seeing 

51:55 

is something that's very evil you are calling out something correctly and saying that their final war is a 
war 

52:01 

against nature it's a war against sanity it's it makes us ques�on our sanity you would never think that we 
would be 

52:06 

having these debates that we're having today that people would be telling you that it's a wrong thing to 
say that an 86-year-old is old right so suddenly 

52:13 

we're being atacked for this everything is given an ism and the reason is just as you correctly pointed 
out is because 



52:19 

it is the final war and they need to make sure that they control even language well I think language is the 

52:25 

key because they've cowed the popula�on even smart people who know beter into 

52:30 

not saying the obvious things their fear is that people will say the obvious things you're too old to be 
president 

52:36 

your trans Admiral is a dude pu�ng incompetent people in the cockpits of commercial airliners or having 
them 

52:44 

perform heart surgery is insane you're insane like none of this is real you can't allow this to happen and 
those are 

52:51 

the very things that no one is willing to say I don't know why 

52:56 

I'm certainly not one of those people I don't struggle to say exactly what needs to be said and this is 
exactly why because if they win if they win this 

53:02 

batle there is nothing le� right there is nothing le� and so I encourage people I say no you need to say 
the 

53:08 

thing that you know is true because the problem that we're having right now is too many conserva�ves 
are ac�ng like cowards right they're saying we need to 

53:14 

be nicer it's okay this is how they have gained so much territory this is how we are figh�ng them in the 
school systems 

53:20 

how we're figh�ng them in the classrooms how we are figh�ng them to Simply acknowledge that 
women can never men and men can never be women these are 

53:27 



these are insane arguments but they're able to happen because good people sit by and say absolutely 
nothing while they 

53:33 

run a muck and and so I also want to say this and it's it's very important to point out the Democrats used 
to be quiet 

53:38 

about their corrup�on right years ago they were quiet about their corrup�on now they're corrupt openly 
and they're mocking you and what they're really 

53:44 

asking you is and what are you going to do about it so what we knew Federman was mentally 
incapacitated and we s�ll 

53:49 

allowed him to make it all the way to the Senate and what are you going to do about it so what we know 
that Joe Biden 

53:54 

can't can barely walk we can see the early signs of demen�a and what are you going to do about it it's a 
very fair 

54:00 

ques�on I I'd ask the same to everybody out there watching this program what are you going to do 
about it why don't you 

54:05 

start saying the truth and Having the courage to say it boldly can I just ask you one one last ques�on as a 
as a wife 

54:10 

and mother which you are so here you have Dr Jill and Jazelle fedman both 

54:16 

cheering on their husband's poli�cal careers well one is effec�vely incapacitated by demen�a and the 
other 

54:22 

one's literally in a mental hospital wouldn't you think that a woman who loved a spouse who loved her 
husband say 

54:30 



no it's not good for him why is Dr Jill not the villain in this story what is her problem what a ghoulish 
power 

54:37 

seeking creep and the same with jelle fedman her husband's in a mental hospital like 

54:43 

what yeah absolutely these women are monsters I'm not going to mince words here these women are 
absolute monsters 

54:49 

if you were in a rela�onship and you love someone and you've and you've had a family with this 
individual you would never want to see them suffer period now 

54:56 

imagine allowing them to suffer publicly that's exactly what these women are doing they are they are 
somehow become 

55:02 

creatures on their quest for power and they should be ashamed of themselves but I promise you they 
won't be because it's all about serving the party and if they 

55:08 

have to sacrifice their husbands oh well yeah if my wife did that to me because she want to spend the 
weekend at Camp 

55:14 

David I my feelings would be hurt a lot um Ken I I appreciate it great to see 

55:19 

you tonight thank you thanks for having me say Louis one of the Great American 

55:26 

ci�es degraded at very high speed under a Soros back da called Kim Gardner now 

55:33 

the murder of a homeless man in the middle of the day on the sidewalk caught on tape which really is 
kind of a 

55:39 

metaphor for what's happened to our ci�es that's straight ahead plus the covid experts told a lot of lies 
that 

55:46 



have now been debunked they're not going to admit that of course they want you to forget we're not in 
the business of 

55:52 

forge�ng however we always keep the tape we be be right 

55:58 

back the Atorney General of Missouri is now trying to remove the Soros back da 

56:04 

in St Louis woman call him Kim Gardner who has done so much to destroy that City we hesitate even to 
show you this 

56:11 

tape but we feel Duty bound to do so because this murder in St Louis says a lot about where our ci�es 
are tonight 

56:18 

fox say Kevin Cork has it for us Hey Kevin Tucker It's not that crime hasn't always been a real problem in 
America's 

56:24 

Maj ci�es it has I live here in Washington I can atest to it it's just that there's an increasing scale and 

56:30 

scope and frankly the brutal nature that really shocks the censes leaving ci�zens begging for help in 
some cases 

56:38 

soros's back da are facing increased uh scru�ny an intense scru�ny at that 

56:44 

take for example as you point out that disgus�ng incident that happened in St Louis yesterday outside 
the globe building in a video posted online you 

56:50 

see a guy by the name of Deshawn Thomas he stands behind a homeless man si�ng on the sidewalk 
calmly loads his weapon 

56:57 

and shoots him at Point Blank Range Witnesses suggest that the pair may have been figh�ng outside of a 
Shell gas 

57:02 



sta�on up the block moments earlier Thomas was arrested a short �me later at a library though it's 
unclear if he 

57:10 

was out on proba�on at the �me or if he has a long rrap sheet probably but we'll have to wait and see so 
far there 

57:16 

have been 25 murders in the city already in 2023 leading to Growing calls to out 

57:22 

soros's backed Atorney Kim Gard in part because of the number of repeat 

57:28 

offenders commi�ng violent crimes in the city now you may have heard of this one earlier this month a 
21-year-old 

57:34 

convicted felon by the name of Danny Daniel Riley struck a young volleyball player with his car pinning 
her to the 

57:40 

ground robbing her of the use of her legs as a result cri�cs say he should never have been out in the first 
place 

57:46 

and they are blaming Gardner for it Tucker man something is wrong for sure 

57:51 

Kevin Cork with that thank you so much you bet so the whole covid thing started about 3 

57:58 

years ago and we're finally learning what a lot of people suspected from the beginning which is that the 
experts 

58:03 

either didn't know what they were talking about or they were lying now it's kind of depressing to go 
through all those lies but it's also necessary 

58:10 

if you don't want that to happen again and we definitely don't Dr Marty McCary has been chronicling 
them keeping track 

58:17 



he's a public health expert Professor John's Hopkin school of medicine and he joins us tonight to list 
some of the 

58:23 

things we learned that aren't true doct thank you than you so much for coming thank you for keeping 
track of this cuz I I think you need an a�er ac�on 

58:29 

report to make you beter the next �me so what have we learned was untrue well Tucker I just tes�fied 
before Congress 

58:36 

and of course those on the le� were asking about misinforma�on as if that was the big problem and of 
course 

58:42 

microchips in the vaccines as a conspiracy theory came up now I don't know how many people chose not 
to get 

58:48 

the vaccine because of fears of a microchip maybe two people in America or five how about the misin 
informa�on 

58:55 

propagated by public health officials the biggest deliverer of misinforma�on 

59:00 

has been the United States government and the data has caught up with all the lies now and has actually 
debunked many 

59:07 

of these lies for example natural immunity is not protec�ve the Lancet study tore that apart showed it is 

59:14 

absolutely as effec�ve uh as vaccina�on and probably more effec�ve that school closures would reduce 

59:20 

transmission the Europe experience proved that wrong the schools were open clear and free throughout 
with the 

59:27 

similar transmission rate so that was wrong that myocardi�s is more common 

59:32 



a�er covid infec�on than it is from the vaccine not true JMA Cardiology showed that it was 4 to 28 �mes 
more 

59:40 

common a�er the vaccine in a par�cular cohort that the lab con leak was a conspiracy theory both Dr 
farzon and 

59:47 

Gary the na�on's two top biologists told Dr fouchi in January of 2020 in an 

59:53 

emergency mee�ng that fouchy called that they thought it was the lab leak and yet it was built as a 
conspiracy and 

59:59 

finally that the balent vaccine and the boosters are effec�ve and necessary for 

1:00:05 

young people we've had no randomized control trials Dr jaw at the White House said it's crystal clear to 
me it's 

1:00:11 

Crystal Clear a young healthy person has does should not get it no one on the Congressional commitee 
or at the CDC 

1:00:18 

has ever been able to tell us if any healthy American child has died of covid it may have been a couple 
could have 

1:00:24 

been three five 10 over three years that's way below any respiratory pathogen how can you push 
something so 

1:00:31 

aggressive with such absolu�sm and Dogma without the the data we don't even 

1:00:37 

know if any healthy child has ever died of covid now public health officials in the CDC are proposing that 
a 12-year-old 

1:00:45 

healthy girl get 60 mRNA covid vacines in her average life�me one a year this 

1:00:52 



is where we've got to demand Data before following these 

1:00:58 

recommenda�ons that's what they're demanding right now it's hard even to believe that given 
everything we know 

1:01:03 

that seems deranged and and scary annual vaccina�ons for all people that's the 

1:01:09 

Mantra right now and it's All or Nothing is last ques�on doctor is there 

1:01:15 

an organized I mean that's so that's so unwise you got to think there's an organized resistance to that do 
you think that could actually happen it 

1:01:21 

could become compulsory yeah most of the resistance are prac�cing Physicians but because anyone who 
disagrees with the 

1:01:28 

Mantra is dismissed or censored or deleted or excluded from Na�onal mee�ngs it appears as if there is a 

1:01:35 

unified consensus of Physicians the cdc's own study found that 40% of Pediatricians do not recommend 
the covid 

1:01:42 

vaccines for children that should say a lot and when I go to the doctor's mee�ngs none of them have 
been wearing 

1:01:48 

masks over the en�re last year that should say a lot yeah it does say a lot Dr mty McCary a brave and 
learned man 

1:01:55 

thank you so much thanks so if you work at any kind of big company or apologies but you probably 

1:02:02 

had implicit bias training one physician has enough self-respect to say enough Dr 

1:02:09 

Marilyn Singleton joins us next on that 



1:02:14 

topic this is a Fox News Alert there's a poten�ally significant hearing underway 

1:02:20 

in the House of Representa�ves the house select commitee on the Communist Chinese party is folding 
holding its 

1:02:26 

first hearing on the Chinese Communist threat to America you're seeing pictures live right now we're 
going to monitor 

1:02:32 

what's going on there and if anything happens of course we'll bring it to you right away so this is one of 
those stories you 

1:02:39 

wonder like how much longer can we ignore this we seem to be ge�ng a lot closer to a major Avia�on 
disaster in 

1:02:45 

this country there are no minor Avia�on disasters near misses are now occurring every few days not an 
overstatement on 

1:02:53 

Wednesday an air traffic controller in Burbank California cleared a Mesa Airlines jet to land on a Runway 
where a 

1:02:59 

Sky West Jet was in the process of taking off then when the Mesa Airlines jet abandoned The Landing 
the controller 

1:03:05 

briefly directed the two planes toward each other the controller kept mixing up right and le� in her 
Radio Calls the 

1:03:13 

planes were less than a mile apart at one point and for objects moving as fast as airplanes that's very 
close now this 

1:03:19 

is similar to another incident that happened earlier this month in Aus�n Texas in that case a FedEx cargo 
jet 



1:03:25 

came within a 100 feet of a Southwest Airlines jet a�er the FedEx jet was cleared to land on a Runway 
where the 

1:03:32 

Southwest Jet was taking off that shouldn't be allowed that should never happen but it's happening 
quite a bit on 

1:03:38 

Monday night a Jet Blue flight at Boston's Logan Airport nearly hit a Learjet the Learjet began its takeoff 

1:03:44 

roll without clearance as the JetBlue flight was Landing the Jet Blue flight cleared the Learjet the private 
aircra� 

1:03:51 

by less than 100 � this is totally crazy and it's also part of a much 

1:03:58 

larger problem of Transporta�on in the United States today in manate County Florida a train carrying 
sheetrock and 

1:04:04 

more than 30,000 gallons of propane fuel derailed Hazmat crews are on the scene 

1:04:10 

at this hour so far no one has been evacuated although officials say that could be coming soon again this 
keeps 

1:04:15 

happening just a week ago Hazmat teams deployed in gothenberg Nebraska a�er a Coal Train derailed 
there and of course 

1:04:22 

as you well know earlier this mon there was a derailment and then a man-made mushroom cloud in East 
Pales�ne Ohio so 

1:04:29 

you have to wonder what happened to the trillion doll infrastructure Bill the one that Joe Biden can't 
stop bragging 

1:04:35 



about the infrastructure bill that was actually an equity Bill the one that put solar panels on government 
buildings 

1:04:42 

what about our infrastructure what about the airplanes why do they come within 100 � of each other no 
one in the Biden 

1:04:49 

Administra�on appears to care and unless they start to care people are going to die for real 

1:04:56 

so the thing you want to watch is not the periphery but the core that is the cri�cal Industries Avia�on 

1:05:03 

Transporta�on more broadly energy and medicine and there's a 

1:05:08 

problem in the medical profession for some reason medical schools and hospitals have become 
convinced that the 

1:05:15 

appearance of your doctor is the most important thing you can judge a book by 

1:05:20 

its cover and CNN of course is pushing it hard watch right now fewer than 6% of doctors in 

1:05:27 

the US iden�fy as black or African-American that's despite the fact that the community makes up 12% of 
the 

1:05:34 

country's total popula�on and that's raising concerns about the impact on public health research shows 
that when 

1:05:40 

we have a more diverse physician Workforce there's more understanding and more trust between the 
pa�ent and the 

1:05:46 

doctor if the doctor has an understanding of the pa�ent's cultural experiences cultural background lived 

1:05:52 



experiences especially when it comes to racism or discrimina�on or other aspects of their life that can 
help with 

1:05:59 

that physician pa�ent a rela�onship it's super simple if there 

1:06:04 

was ever a place where we need a pure meritocracy the most qualified people get the jobs it's in 
medicine most 

1:06:11 

doctors believe that very few are willing to say it Dr Marilyn Singleton is one of them she's got a piece in 
the 

1:06:16 

Washington Post called I'm a black physician and I'm appalled by mandated implicit bias training and we 
are happy 

1:06:22 

to have her join us tonight Dr Marland Singleton doctor thank you so much for coming on why you've 
prac�ced medicine 

1:06:28 

for a long �me thank you for invi�ng me oh well we're delighted to have you what have you no�ced that 
has changed 

1:06:35 

in your profession in medicine recently and why are you concerned about it well I'm concerned one I 
grew up in a 

1:06:45 

�me when there was segrega�on and we move from black people having to go to 

1:06:50 

Black universi�es to where it was completely open and I was was able to go to top �er universi�es where 
my 

1:06:56 

parents didn't necessarily do that and then when I went to medical school 

1:07:02 

diversity meant groups of different people all over the country different backgrounds and whatnot all we 
wanted to 



1:07:09 

do was get good grades and be the best doctor that we possibly could and take 

1:07:14 

the best care of pa�ents suddenly we fast forward now and we don't even hear 

1:07:21 

about ge�ng good grades all we hear about is oh a black pa�ent should have a black doctor well that is 
so wrong a 

1:07:29 

black pa�ent should have a good doctor and that's what all pa�ents want and 

1:07:34 

certainly black pa�ents don't want that and you believe me if you get rolled 

1:07:40 

into an emergency room you don't want a pa�ent having to look up at that doctor sideways and think 
hm is this one of 

1:07:47 

those evil white Devils or is this a good doctor who's going to take care of my stab wound to the 
abdomen and this is 

1:07:56 

so wrong and it's being pushed on people and I don't like 

1:08:03 

the demoniza�on of my colleagues that I've worked with for years save pa�ents 

1:08:09 

lives with have them come to me for advice on how to do something and 

1:08:15 

suddenly I'm not supposed to trust them they're not supposed to trust me am I 

1:08:20 

suddenly a stupid black person it's it's completely flipped on its head there was 

1:08:25 

a �me when black people were considered not up to the to the task to the job and 

1:08:32 



couldn't be professionals couldn't be doctors and we are we're smart we're just like anybody else and 
suddenly 

1:08:39 

white doctors are the ones that have the evil Aura around them and we expect 

1:08:46 

black pa�ents to then want to trust that doctor and it's Hokum that black 

1:08:53 

pa�ent needs a black doctor number one it could never happen there aren't enough doctors how could 
you match these 

1:08:58 

people up what happens when you go into an emergency and I honestly as an 

1:09:05 

anesthesiologist I've done plenty of emergencies I've been a doctor for hate to say 50 years now and 
pa�ents look at 

1:09:13 

you and years ago all they wondered are you 

1:09:19 

old enough to know how to do this and they wondered about about your competence and this is wrong 
having so 

1:09:28 

much focus on race and bringing back the kind of focus that we fought for so many 

1:09:34 

years to be gone to look at people as individuals and their talents their 

1:09:42 

personality their compassion and they're wiping it away 

1:09:47 

and it's just wrong it's criminal why are you one of such a �ny 

1:09:53 

minority of prac�cing Physicians willing to say that well I think it's like so many 

1:10:01 



�mes and I'm sure you've been in these mee�ngs where everybody's thinking the same thing but 
nobody wants to say it 

1:10:06 

out loud and with and part of it is what's happening in medicine all over 

1:10:12 

that we now have private prac�ce only 47% of Physicians and so you're looking 

1:10:18 

at 53% of Physicians are employed or they work for one of these big Health Systems 

1:10:24 

they're afraid how they're afraid to lose their jobs and it's kind of hard to 

1:10:30 

blame them when you're in private prac�ce and you're taking care of your own pa�ence for your own 

1:10:35 

self you know you can say what you want and your pa�ents when they love you 

1:10:40 

they love you and they don't care what color you are they're just glad that you give them good 

1:10:46 

treatment bless you for saying that I mean it it sounds obvious but when you're one of the only people 
willing to 

1:10:52 

say it we're we're really grateful for for your willingness to do that Dr Marilyn Singleton I appreciate it 
thank 

1:10:58 

you so if you want to control a country in his people obviously you destroy their history so they don't 
know what 

1:11:04 

happened before and then the future is yours so now the woke mob is in the 

1:11:09 

Pentagon and they've decided to desecrate Arlington Na�onal Cemetery not so fast woke mob at the 
Pentagon we 



1:11:16 

get to tals 

1:11:22 

next democracy as they say is on the ballot in Chicago tonight where the worst mayor probably 

1:11:29 

in recorded history Lori Ligh�oot is up for elec�on she's the one who hired the 

1:11:34 

thousand cats to fight the right Pro rat problem in Chicago Trace Gallagher has 

1:11:39 

been following all of this he joins us with an update hey Trace hey Tucker so the polls are now closed in 
Chicago and 

1:11:45 

they're now in the process of coun�ng the early ballots we're talking about some 240,000 ballots and so 
far it 

1:11:52 

appear appears to be a very tough night for the incumbent mayor Lori Ligh�oot we now have 

1:11:58 

73% of the early votes counted and Paul valis this is the former Chicago Public 

1:12:03 

School CEO has 36% of the vote now Valas has been endorsed by the police union he 

1:12:09 

bills himself as the tough on crime candidate in second you have Brandon Johnson he's a current Cook 
County 

1:12:16 

Commissioner and former school teacher who is supported by the Chicago Teachers Union he's now 
pulling about 20% of the 

1:12:24 

vote and in third place Lori Ligh�oot she's at just under 16% not really doing 

1:12:30 

well in recent weeks Brandon Johnson's surge has made headlines because it was 



1:12:36 

so surprising and so fast but this is primarily about crime because even 

1:12:41 

Chicago is �red of the increase in violent crime all across Chicago land so once the early ballots are 
counted 

1:12:47 

they'll move on to the rest of the boats but remember it could take a while because if one candidate 
does not get 

1:12:53 

more than 50% it goes to an April 4th runoff and that means this could last 

1:12:59 

for weeks we should know with 73% of the early ballots counted we can now tell 

1:13:04 

you that Paul valis will be in that runoff whether Lori Ligh�oot makes the runoff is yet to be seen so she 
is known 

1:13:13 

for dancing at awkward �mes it appears that Lori Ligh�oot will likely not be 

1:13:19 

doing any dancing tonight because she may not even make it to the next round 

1:13:24 

we'll keep coun�ng we'll keep tabula�ng and get back to you with results Tucker Trace Gallagher 

1:13:30 

consistently the bearer of good news there not many of those thank you trace you 

1:13:36 

bet Lor liuck got re-elected you'd really have to rethink the system I mean what would that be 

1:13:43 

terrifying so if you want to control a country obviously you have to erase its history so no one has any 
idea what went 

1:13:51 



before and then the future is yours and that's why they tear down monuments to our past in New York 
they tore down the 

1:13:57 

Teddy Roosevelt statue the greatest of all American presence the most popular it stood there for many 
years and now 

1:14:04 

it's gone rioter have done this all over the country so that wasn't enough so now 

1:14:10 

woke luna�cs at the Pentagon have decided to desecrate America's biggest 

1:14:15 

and most significant Cemetery Arlington Na�onal red across from Washington DC 

1:14:21 

and tear down a memorial to Civil War dead Chris Bedford is the execu�ve editor of the Common Sense 
Society just 

1:14:27 

wrote Such a though�ul and interes�ng piece on what is happening and what it means he joins us 
tonight Chris Bedford 

1:14:32 

thank you so I I'm not sure I can in any way improve on what you wrote summarize it for us if you 

1:14:40 

would well right now what they're trying to tear down is the as a monument in Arlington that marks the 
Confederate War 

1:14:46 

dead and this is not a monument to Victory it's not a monument that says Rise up again this war is 
coming this is 

1:14:52 

not a this is a Monument to reconcilia�on it's a ferary monument that stands over the graves of people 

1:14:58 

including the architect and a number of other uh Confederate War Dead uh who who are buried there 
now in Arlington this 

1:15:05 



is something that symbolizes peace at its Center is a robed woman holding a laurel crowned with uh 
crowned with 

1:15:12 

branches and also holding the plow share that that stands for bea�ng our swords into a plow share now 
beneath that is a 

1:15:18 

freeze centered by on Athena a circular freeze that can that shows Southerners answering the call to war 
and that's 

1:15:24 

something the cri�cs have a problem with it does show a roman�cized and idealized version of the South 
there but 

1:15:30 

it is in its core and a monument to that reconcilia�on and it came during a very complicated period in 
�me if we think 

1:15:36 

that 2020 was complicated the period a�er the Civil War where about 2% of the American popula�on 
gave their lives 

1:15:43 

in batle was extremely tense and complicated for decades a�erwards Confederates were not even 
allowed to T 

1:15:48 

not even the families were allowed to tend the graves of those who were Fallen but America actually got 
through what 

1:15:54 

most countries never get through they got through a Civil War and 30 years later when they end up 
figh�ng side by 

1:15:59 

side in the Spanish American war that Mutual affec�on was rekindled and there was a so�ening of 
hearts and people who 

1:16:05 

had fought on both sides reached out to each other and said we're going to try and come together and 
build something to 

1:16:11 



reconcilia�on now the people who built this the daughters of the Confederacy know that this was not a 
perfect country 

1:16:16 

not a single one of them could vote at that period there were s�ll a lot of problems that we had to get 
through but coming together in that complicated 

1:16:22 

history is what's essen�al for us to remember and tearing it down is very simple-minded how how 
vicious to do this 

1:16:27 

to a graveyard 150 years later is there very quickly is there any way to stop this eraser of American 
History it's not 

1:16:34 

theirs to erase is it I think there is the Congress has given the Pentagon the ability to erase 

1:16:41 

these things but they're talking about base names and Roads things like an Arlington Na�onal Cemetery 
fall under the US Commission of Fine Arts that's a 

1:16:48 

that's part of the cemetery that's Civic architecture that's something the military though they like to 
bulldoze over Authority actually has to set maybe 

1:16:55 

take a back seat too yeah you you can't desecrate graveyards sorry I don't care 

1:17:01 

who's buried there Chris Bedford thank you appreciate it thank you so we spent 

1:17:06 

a lot of �me bea�ng up in the White House Press cor but there is someone in the White House Press cor 
is worth knowing amazing man his name is Simon 

1:17:12 

a�ba he's covering the White House in American government for an audience in 

1:17:17 

Africa and we thought it'd be great to sit down with him it was beter even than we imagined he grew up 
impoverished in Cameroon before becoming the toughest 

1:17:25 



reporter in Washington we asked him in a long conversa�on about his life for Tucker Carlson today here's 
part of it 

1:17:33 

when I thought that everything was great I decided to travel from Cameroon to Nigeria by sea and I was 
atacked by 

1:17:41 

pirate on the Gulf of K and I'm not going on vaca�on with you 

1:17:48 

I'm I'm sorry it's not personal yeah and I was like so you were so you finally get out of prison in Northern 
Cameroon 

1:17:54 

and decid to go back to sary by boat but you get atacked by Pirates I was atacked by pirates on the Gulf 
of Guinea and they had an AK piracy is 

1:18:04 

rampant around you know between Cameroon and Nigeria and I was almost ge�ng to 

1:18:10 

Nigeria and we saw this boat this speed boat that we to came towards us we're 

1:18:16 

like lie on the ground lie on the ground your money bring everything out and and 

1:18:22 

eventually the you know they had this gun that was the first �me in my life that I thought 

1:18:28 

I'm oh my God I'm going to die you know having a gun to your 

1:18:36 

head it was I thought this guy may pull the trigger yeah and but eventually the 

1:18:44 

guy didn't pull the trigger survive and it became too much other things 

1:18:50 

um and I decided to you know 

1:18:56 



um become who I really wanted to be because I I feel like I was given a 

1:19:03 

second chance every �me and I decided to really live live life to the fullest 

1:19:10 

and that's I ended up in the US so how do you get from the point where you've got an AK-47 deer head 
from a pirate in 

1:19:17 

the Gulf of Guinea to how to be in the White House Press Room so so and so I'm back in Nigeria 

1:19:25 

doing my stuff I don't have money life is always tough I'm covering the US Embassy they are giving grants 
to 

1:19:31 

everybody except Simon they asking Simon every day to come and cover them and I feel like telling them 
don't you have 

1:19:37 

eyes I've been covering you for five years I'm ge�ng old you guys are not giving me any thing and you're 
giving 

1:19:44 

things to people who can do anything and and I'm here don't you see they were 

1:19:49 

blind and they were not seeing and and I feel feel like I feel like oh my God all 

1:19:56 

the money that comes from the US to these countries don't actually go to the people who need it to the 
people who do 

1:20:03 

things that can even benefit the US here I am covering you Ambassador a�er 

1:20:09 

Ambassador doing every single thing and you give scholarship to every single 

1:20:15 

person around me except the person who has been there for you don't you see and 



1:20:20 

and they didn't do anything and I decided to you know take my life into my 

1:20:26 

own hand and decided to move to the US and work for today news Africa and the 

1:20:32 

reason I decided to cover the Biden Administra�on was because I knew as I said he was the 

1:20:40 

perfect good guy CNN had told me for 

1:20:45 

years years in that the racist were the conserva�ve the Republicans and those 

1:20:52 

were the bad guys the people um uh who live in the midwest with you know 

1:20:58 

redneck white guys with no college degrees who live in the midwest don't 

1:21:04 

have anything to do with them because those are the racist and you can't have anything to do with them 
s�ck with 

1:21:09 

Biden and and so I ended up at the White House with President Biden the good 

1:21:16 

guy and as soon as he got there they refused to talk to him 

1:21:23 

Simon AA one of the great guys on Fox Na�on now we'll be right back supposed to be talking about 

1:21:30 

healthc care today but it didn't take long for it to get prety creepy watch I had a nurse named Pearl 
Nelson military 

1:21:37 

she'd come in and do things that I don't think you learned in medical school nursing school she'd 
whisper in my ear I 

1:21:44 



didn't couldn't understand it but she'd whisper she'd leaned down he'd actually breathe on me to make 
sure that I was 

1:21:50 

there was a connec�on human connec�on what welcome to Tucker Carlon sign happy Monday so how 
would you define the B 

1:21:55 

Administra�on well really the Hallmark has been an almost otherworldly disconnec�on from the actual 
Affairs of 

1:22:04 

the United States if it's really happening in this country the Biden Administra�on will pretend it's not in 

1:22:10 

fact White House officials seem to have no idea what's going on in our country and no interest in 
learning about it the 

1:22:15 

weak at train derailment poisoned an en�re town in Ohio the transporta�on secretary the man in charge 
of 

1:22:21 

preven�ng train derailments held a press conference atacking white construc�on workers cuz they're 
the 

1:22:27 

problem it's 1952 our 80-year-old president meanwhile 

1:22:32 

80 years old he seems convinced it's 1915 and we're all living in rural 

1:22:37 

Alabama burning crosses in the front yards of terrified sharecroppers to amuse ourselves we don't have 

1:22:44 

TV Biden gave a speech the other day in 2023 to denounce lynching as if lynching 

1:22:52 

is s�ll happening in the United States it all seems a litle delusional so it was with genuine relief 

1:22:59 



that we saw today one of Biden's top cabinet officials Janet Yellen who runs the treasury Department 
sign off her 

1:23:04 

Twiter account finally leave Washington and meet with actual flesh and blood 

1:23:09 

human beings who were suffering and not only did she meet with them to prove her sincerity jenet 
Yellen brought with her 

1:23:16 

a check for a billion dollars and we'll admit par�sans ship as said we were happy to see that finally 
someone in the 

1:23:22 

bid Administra�on who actually cares who's ge�ng on an airplane to show 

1:23:27 

concern that's the good news the bad news is Jenny Ellen was not in East Pales�ne she was in Ukraine 
watch and 

1:23:35 

today I'm proud to announce the transfer of an addi�onal amount of over $1.2 

1:23:43 

billion that's the first charge of about $1 billion in direct budget support that 

1:23:50 

the United States will provide in the coming months we love you so much that we will 

1:23:57 

give you whatever you want anything a new bicycle a puppy a pony it's yours we 

1:24:03 

love you billions more for Ukraine your tax 

1:24:08 

dollars but that money is not going to be going to the newly poisoned communi�es of Eastern Ohio who 
cares about them it's not going to be 

1:24:14 

earmarked for the hundreds of thousands of American families who have lost loved ones to the opioid 
epidemic an epidemic 



1:24:21 

that was created by democra�c donors at Purdue Pharma no that money is going to zilinsky and his wife 
in Kiev and that 

1:24:27 

money will complement the more than a 100 billion in tax dollars they've already received from the US 
Treasury 

1:24:33 

and you've got to think as they watch this tonight assuming there's s�ll TV recep�on in Pales�ne the 
people who 

1:24:38 

are stuck there are kicking themselves If Only They had paid Joe Biden's crackhead son 80 grand a month 
for a 

1:24:44 

no-show job Jenny Ellen might be visi�ng them today it seemed like a lot of money at the �me but that 
turned out 

1:24:50 

to be the best investment those Ukrainian oligarch ever made it was like buying Google stock 20 years 
ago talk 

1:24:55 

about a jackpot and by the way nobody understands the principles of poli�cal 

1:25:00 

Venture capitalism beter than ironically the Communist Chinese government does they paid Hunter 
Biden 

1:25:06 

too and this weekend we learned a litle bit about what they got in return the Wall Street Journal 
reported the bid 

1:25:13 

Administra�on has finally concluded that yes covid was not naturally occurring it didn't emerge 
organically 

1:25:19 

from a penglin whatever that is at the wet Market whatever that is no the virus came from a Chinese 
military lab where 



1:25:25 

it was created that's the determina�on of the Department of energy based on new intelligence that of 
course everyone 

1:25:32 

already had now we learned this interes�ngly from a newspaper we did not learn it directly from the bid 

1:25:37 

administra�on because Joe Biden hasn't said a word about it and that's a litle odd a million Americans 
they tell us 

1:25:44 

died of covid close to 7 million died globally so it's inherently a big story 

1:25:50 

now it is true that the origin of Co is not directly related to an�-trans racism so it's not a natural for Joe 

1:25:57 

Biden he doesn't have his talking points already writen but it might s�ll make for a good topic for say a 
prime �me address to the na�on he might men�on 

1:26:04 

it to us he might answer a few other ques�ons while he's at it for example is Joe Biden s�ll sending 
money to 

1:26:10 

China for biotech research the administra�on was actually doing that sending cash to that same Wuhan 
lab as 

1:26:17 

recently as last year are they s�ll doing that and bigger picture have their views on China changed now 
they know 

1:26:23 

that China is responsible for the deaths of almost 7 million people now we know China Unleashed Co on 
the world 

1:26:29 

inten�onally or not and then lied about it for sure and then put hid life-saving gene�c informa�on about 
the virus from 

1:26:36 



the scien�sts were trying to respond to covid now we know all of that does Joe Biden s�ll consider 
Vladimir Pu�n he's 

1:26:42 

so bad the greatest threat to world peace and stability it does seem like this story 

1:26:49 

could overturn some of our previous assump�ons well Joe Biden's Na�onal Security adviser Jake Sullivan 
went on CNN 

1:26:55 

yesterday to answer precisely none of these ques�ons instead he told us we're s�ll not sure where it 
came from watch 

1:27:01 

this did the Corona virus pandemic start in the lab is that what you believe 

1:27:07 

now well Dana there is a variety of views in the intelligence Community some elements of the 
intelligence Community 

1:27:13 

have reached conclusions on one side some on the other a number of them have said they just don't 
have enough informa�on to be sure and if we gain 

1:27:21 

any further Insight or informa�on we will share it with Congress and we will share it with the American 
people but 

1:27:26 

right now there is not a defini�ve answer that has emerged from the intelligence community on this 

1:27:32 

ques�on we just can't say for sure where covid came from there's no consensus we're s�ll deba�ng 

1:27:39 

it well there's never a consensus in Washington about anything par�cularly now with the Intel 

1:27:45 

agencies they're lying we know perfectly well where covid came from we've known this for years in fact 
one of one of the 

1:27:52 



very first things we knew about covid was that it was an engineered virus that escaped somehow 
inten�onally or not 

1:27:58 

from a Chinese military biolab in Wuhan it was in early March of 2020 

1:28:05 

three full years ago at the very beginning that we did a long open on 

1:28:10 

this show about the Chinese research paper whose authors later disappeared now these Chinese 
scien�fic 

1:28:17 

researchers scolded the Chinese government for the lack safety standards that they said allowed covid to 
escape 

1:28:25 

and infect the world this was 3 years ago watch this in fact the outbreak may have begun not in a public 
Meat Market 

1:28:32 

but in a poorly run Chinese laboratory now that's not our Theory anyone who raises that theory on 
American 

1:28:38 

television is atacked as a conspiracy Monger but this is the theory from a now censored Chinese paper a 
dra� paper 

1:28:46 

posted in mid-February scien�sts at the South China University of Technology suggested the virus 
outbreak coronavirus 

1:28:52 

outbreak began at the Wuhan Center for Disease Control where an animal may have infected a 
researcher who then spread 

1:29:00 

the disease outside the facility the paper is explicit about this we're going to quote it the killer Corona 
virus 

1:29:06 

probably originated from a laboratory in Wuhan end quote so it's not like we did a lot of 



1:29:14 

hard-hi�ng repor�ng with our Chinese speaking staff that paper was in English 

1:29:20 

on the internet and anyone who was interested could have found it we were just interested that's why 
we found it 

1:29:25 

and then we found someone who was there we found a Chinese physician a scien�fic research who 
worked for the 

1:29:31 

Chinese government who was in and around Wuhan when covid emerged from that lab her name is liing 
Yan and we did a bunch 

1:29:38 

of interviews with her here's one from my first report I can present the solid 

1:29:44 

scien�fic evidence to our audience that this virus covid-19 sasco 2 virus 

1:29:52 

actually is not from nature I work with the top Corona virologist in the world 

1:29:58 

so together with my experience I can tell you this is created in the lab this 

1:30:06 

is from that template owned by China military and also it is spread to the 

1:30:12 

world to make such damage to make such damage do you believe the Chinese 

1:30:18 

government released this inten�onally on purpose did they do this yes of course it's 

1:30:26 

inten�onally wow now we thought that was a story so there was a physician who 

1:30:32 

worked on Corona viruses for the Chinese military who was in Wuhan telling us in 

1:30:38 



September of 2020 that the Chinese government did this inten�onally to wreck the West to kill people 
and 

1:30:44 

destroy the economies of its Rivals here in the west now if you're a middle class Chris�an American it's 
hard to imagine 

1:30:50 

that level of malice EX exis�ng anywhere in the world you just would never consider doing something 
like that but with the Chinese are they serious 

1:30:58 

enough probably but instead of following up on 

1:31:03 

that people atacked the woman you just saw really atacked her and then 

1:31:08 

atacked us for giving her air�me pants on fire you're lying said the quote fact Checkers but she wasn't 
lying and Tony 

1:31:16 

fouchy and many others in the US government knew that she wasn't lying in fact they knew the truth 
about where covid came from long before the rest of 

1:31:22 

us had even heard the term Co in mid November of 2019 a friendly Asian government we have learned 
sent a cable 

1:31:28 

to American officials warning that there was evidence or something strange going on in Wuhan and it 
looked like a 

1:31:34 

dangerous leak from a biolab they knew that the origins of covid were never a 

1:31:40 

secret the real story The Great outrage of this story is that the people who 

1:31:45 

knew or should have known the truth lied about the truth why to hide the Chinese 

1:31:50 



government's role in mass murder the killing of almost 7 million people and the destruc�on of the 
American economy 

1:31:57 

that's the interes�ng part looking back 3 years later from the beginning of the outbreak the American 
Media as one took 

1:32:06 

the side of the Chinese government in this new propaganda War over covid and Trump once again to his 
credit knew he 

1:32:13 

knew exactly where this came from he didn't say so directly he should have but instead he alluded to it 
he called 

1:32:19 

Co the China virus and when he did that he was over the target so the Chinese government atacked him 
they've learned 

1:32:24 

a thing or two from watching American poli�cs as a quote racist one Chinese news Outlet tweeted 

1:32:30 

this quote racism is not the right tool to cover your own incompetence shut up 

1:32:36 

racist they saw working in America we're going to try that and it 

1:32:41 

worked and then the en�re American Press Corp covered for the Chinese government people like David 
from at the 

1:32:48 

Atlan�c oh he's so smart d David FR immediately pared that slur from the 

1:32:55 

Chinese government you have to ask yourself was David from taking money from Beijing to repeat their 
lies we 

1:33:01 

can't confirm that but he might as well have been taking money from Beijing and it wasn't just David 
from NBC News calls the called the 

1:33:08 



phrase Chinese virus quote both inaccurate and harmful in tying racist associa�ons between the virus 
and those 

1:33:14 

from China of course the virus was from China it was from a Chinese military biolab and it may have 
been released on 

1:33:20 

purpose to kill people it didn't mater no one asked a single ques�on Joe Biden and his lackes in the 

1:33:27 

media all repeated the talking point watch this but neither should we Panic 

1:33:32 

or fall back on xenophobia labeling covid-19 a foreign 

1:33:37 

virus does not displace accountability president referred to the Corona virus 

1:33:42 

as a quote foreign virus and I think it's going to spack uh it's going to come across to a lot of Americans 
as 

1:33:48 

smacking of xenophobia the administra�on's Labb in of this virus as foreign is undoubtedly playing into 

1:33:55 

the rising xenophobia about it Trump isn't cau�oning us to check our racism but is rather stoking 
xenophobic 

1:34:01 

sen�ment the President says it's a foreign virus as if this was launched on us like an atack we know what 
that's 

1:34:07 

about that's about him playing xenophobia works with his base why do you keep calling this the Chinese 
virus 

1:34:13 

why do you keep using this from racist it's not racist at all no not at all it 

1:34:18 

comes from China every one of the people you just saw should resign in disgrace and should 



1:34:24 

spend the next decade in ashes and Sack sackcloth pondering what they've done 

1:34:29 

which is cover for a crime and by the way if the US media had swung behind the 

1:34:36 

evidence in this story and pressed where did this virus come from then it's at least poten�ally 
conceivable that 

1:34:43 

scien�sts in the United States would have forced the government of China to release the informa�on 
they had about the gene�c makeup of covid maybe we've 

1:34:50 

had a vaccine that worked for example or a Medical Response that saved Americans lives but they didn't 
none of them did 

1:34:58 

the New York �mes's top Global health and covid reporter a person called apurvi purva 

1:35:06 

mandav wrote quote someday we will stop talking about the lab League Theory and maybe even admit 
its racist Roots but 

1:35:13 

alas that day is not today what where is the Oberlin sociology Department New 

1:35:18 

York Times pipeline like when did that start why are they hiring the dumbest and most reflexive people 
who take their 

1:35:24 

opinions wholesale from The Hive of Twiter there were a few people who are not deterred by racist shut 
up they said 

1:35:32 

what was clearly true and for their trouble they were denounced as crazed science denier science 
deniers okay 

1:35:38 

Senator Tom Coton was atacked because he relied on a map and common sense to ask a very simple 
ques�on here's what 



1:35:45 

he said here's what we do know this virus did not originate in the Wuhan 

1:35:50 

animal Market just a few miles away from that food market is China's only biosafety level four super 
laboratory 

1:35:58 

that researches human infec�ous diseases now we don't have evidence that this disease originated 
there but 

1:36:04 

because of China's duplicity and dishonesty from the beginning we need to 

1:36:10 

at least ask the ques�on well yeah and by the way that wasn't a guess a wet Market is a seafood 

1:36:18 

market a penglin is a mammal so they weren't 

1:36:24 

selling Pengalin in a seafood market for one thing for another a group of Chinese 

1:36:29 

researchers went and interviewed everybody in the wet market and asked have you ever seen a penglin 
for sale 

1:36:35 

here or bats another mammal no not one hat that was on the internet we read it 

1:36:40 

we reported it that was February 2020 so what we knew at that point was the Chinese government's 
lying Tom Coton 

1:36:46 

was absolutely right and for his trouble he was called insane a conspiracy theory 

1:36:53 

Tom Coton a couple of days ago uh spou�ng a conspiracy theory that the 

1:36:58 

Chinese made this virus up don't try to spool up uh some of whoever was wearing 



1:37:05 

10 �nf foil hats in your audience let's apply aam's razor and just oh crazy 

1:37:10 

crazy this is crazy this is an insane thing to do it's just wildly irresponsible and was totally 

1:37:16 

unnecessary I don't know what Tom Coton gets out of this in the 1980s I remember when the far-le� tra 
Tred in rumors 

1:37:22 

about HIV having been invented in CIA Labs the farite has now found its own 

1:37:28 

virus conspiracy theory oh yes let's have the plagiarist 

1:37:33 

Fred Zakaria on to tell us about science but it wasn't just Tom Coton who was 

1:37:38 

atacked it's it's almost too unpleasant to bring you the story because the wall 

1:37:45 

of dishonesty was impenetrable at that point 3 years ago the one thing we needed to know where where 
did this come 

1:37:51 

from was the one thing they wouldn't let you even consider in fact if you did you would be 

1:37:57 

unpersoned Facebook banned any user suggested the virus was man-made because and we're quo�ng 
the science was 

1:38:03 

setled was not setled at all there was no science we didn't know anything as NPR reported quote 
scien�sts debunk lab 

1:38:11 

accident theory of pandemic emergence really on what basis they had no evidence to quote debunk it 
but that 

1:38:17 



didn't stop Vox from quote repor�ng and we're quo�ng now no Corona virus did 

1:38:22 

not start in a Chinese lab they had no idea they were just Flatout Shilling for the Chinese government 
and hiding its 

1:38:29 

complicity in mass murder what and then a woman called Laura helmouth the diversity hire now running 

1:38:36 

the once but no longer respected publica�on Scien�fic American said quote it's a conspiracy theory to 

1:38:43 

believe a lab leak had occurred but it did that's the thing facts s�ll mater 

1:38:48 

every facet every element every Link in the chain that connects every part of 

1:38:54 

elite America to itself pushed the same lies even the the 

1:39:00 

quote comedians they were on propaganda Duty too watch this he's also pushing us 

1:39:05 

intelligence to find evidence for this theory that the virus was accidentally released from a lab in Wuhan 
that's his 

1:39:13 

new angle to feed the Wingnuts to treat this virus like it was a conspiracy of 

1:39:18 

some kind it should have never happened this plague should never have happened 

1:39:24 

it could have been stopped but people chose not to stop it what people 

1:39:29 

tomorrow he'll blame the Spanish Flu on Antonio Banderas yeah imagine if you're a comedian and 

1:39:36 

all of a sudden your Q card has all kinds of talking points from poli�cians and foreign governments on it 
don't read 



1:39:42 

it you degrade yourself and you become complicit in the greatest crime in 

1:39:47 

history so you have to ask what role did the US intelligence agencies play in all of us of course they 

1:39:53 

knew well at one point msnbc's Nicole Wallace the single most dishonest person on television now or 
ever claimed that 

1:40:00 

and we're quo�ng Donald Trump is turning his intelligence Community to now inves�gate a conspiracy 
theory 

1:40:05 

about covid coming from a lab and Wuhan by the way we're not watching this woman's show but is she 
in tears tonight 

1:40:12 

begging the Forgiveness of her audience no but let's parse this for a second obviously she was wrong 
about the 

1:40:17 

origins of the virus it did come from that lab inten�onally or not but what's interes�ng is that she was 

1:40:23 

also wrong about what Donald Trump's government under the leadership in part of Mike Pompeo was 

1:40:29 

doing on March 17th 2020 a group of scien�sts wrote a paper in nature magazine that paper concluded 
that quote 

1:40:35 

we do not believe that any type of laboratory based scenario is plausible now well that's the final word 

1:40:42 

that's the science well internal NIH emails show that Tony fouchy helped edit that paper he did not 
disclose this 

1:40:47 

publicly it was all behind the scenes now that's significant because fouchi was funding bat Corona virus 
experiments 



1:40:55 

in Wuhan the ones that apparently caused the pandemic so he was edi�ng the 

1:41:01 

report on the origin of the virus okay that's not peer-reviewed as we say it's 

1:41:06 

the opposite as Paul Thacker reports on his subst a few days a�er that paper was published in nature the 
state 

1:41:12 

Department's office of Outreach part of the Bureau of intelligence and research began promo�ng these 
false finding 

1:41:19 

these lies the state Department covertly recruited scien�sts to go around Washington DC and off the 
record high 

1:41:24 

level mee�ngs telling everyone who had listened that covid quote emerged naturally in an animal before 
Crossing 

1:41:31 

to humans and was not engineered in a lab now the scien�sts who made this 

1:41:38 

false briefing who told these lies cited One Source the nature ar�cle that was 

1:41:43 

secretly edited by Tony fouchy in other words and we can give you a thousand other examples America's 
not China's 

1:41:51 

America's en�re leadership class from the government to the Intel agencies to elected officials to of 
course the media 

1:41:57 

in unison spent years trying to hide Chinese culpability for the greatest 

1:42:02 

crime in human history they cooked up fate papers and bogus data they atacked 

1:42:08 



anyone who asked obvious ques�ons even people who were in Wuhan at the �me who knew and you 
have to ask why did they do 

1:42:14 

this could it be that they were implicated in this too they were implicated in crea�ng the worst 

1:42:20 

pandemic in modern history we're not sure but it's an amazing story as we told you liangang was one of 
the first 

1:42:26 

people to tell the truth in the United States a great personal cost she was there she joins us now drct 
thank you so 

1:42:32 

much for coming on you said three years ago that you believe that this virus was inten�onally released 
by the government 

1:42:38 

you once worked for the government of China today we're hearing in this leak to the Wall Street Journal 
that it was 

1:42:44 

accidental do you believe this leak was accidental or inten�onal hi teers thank you for 

1:42:50 

having me again first I really want to appreciate you and also Fox News have been taking so much efforts 
pursuing the 

1:42:57 

choose of Co origin without your help there won't be such Milestone 

1:43:03 

achievement and I want tell of course it was not an accident and maybe for people 

1:43:09 

who don't have this kind of B safety Labs three or four exper uh experence on 

1:43:15 

Corona virus maybe it's easy for them to accept the accident and lab League 

1:43:21 

however I'm the scien�st working in sear lab using Corona virus and I can 



1:43:26 

tell you based on the print uh protocol and also the other U surveillance uh 

1:43:32 

system it will be impossible for the lab leag accidentally happened in such lab 

1:43:38 

and caused the Wuhan outbreak and also the pandemic so definitely now we just 

1:43:44 

reach to the first step it was from China's lab and we need to pursue the uh 

1:43:50 

truth of origin and we need to keep going on we know the Chinese government allowed its infected 
ci�zens to travel 

1:43:57 

in huge groups to Western Europe in the early days of the pandemic that was inten�onal but you believe 
the whole 

1:44:03 

thing they came up with this virus and they Unleashed it on the World to destroy the Western 
economies and to 

1:44:10 

elevate their own posi�on globally I want uh uh emphasize one 

1:44:15 

thing is I would say based on the evidence and Source I have that the last 

1:44:21 

the virus was inten�onally brought out of this strict lab and released in the 

1:44:28 

community however I don't think the outbreak in Wuhan was inten�onal I 

1:44:34 

would say it was because CCP government and Military scien�st underes�mates 

1:44:39 

the transmissibility that's why finally it got out of control and caused a local 

1:44:45 



a local outbreak however we should know that CCP government inten�onally to Let 

1:44:51 

It Go all over the world to kill millions of people all over the world 

1:44:57 

later we just have to hope and pray that you will be interviewed by many other journalists in this country 
over the 

1:45:03 

coming weeks now that this has been confirmed you're an eyewitness to it you have a I think a credible 
story to tell 

1:45:09 

and I and I really hope you're no longer ignored I appreciate your coming on again tonight leing young 
thank you so much thank you 

1:45:16 

terer so Florida is technically a state but there's always been a litle country within Florida its own Mouse 
dominated 

1:45:24 

Va�can called Disney but the new governor of Florida Ron DeSan�s has put 

1:45:29 

an end to Disney's corporate control over the State of Florida and he joins us straight ahead to explain 
why and how 

1:45:35 

be right there well here's a trivia fact you may 

1:45:41 

not have known since 1967 56 years the Disney Corpora�on has 

1:45:47 

enjoyed near tootal control over about 40 square miles of Florida its own litle Va�can City and this is by 
Act 

1:45:54 

of the Florida legislature which empowered Disney to func�on effec�vely as its government Disney could 
even acquire territory outside its chunk of 

1:46:02 



land by eminent domain just take it from people now last year people began to wonder why would 
Disney which is a 

1:46:09 

totally poli�cized company they pushes race race hate and sexualized propaganda on children why 
would they have all 

1:46:15 

these special benefits in the State of Florida hm good ques�on so last year Florida's legislature passed a 
bill ending this weird litle Arrangement 

1:46:23 

Disney had of course they hated it Florida's governor Ronda san�s pushed for and then signed that bill 
into law 

1:46:29 

Governor D san�s joins us tonight Governor thanks so much for coming on so why did you see this as an 
important 

1:46:35 

thing to do as the governor well as you pointed out Tucker I mean no company or individual in 

1:46:42 

Florida probably anywhere else in our our whole country has enjoyed their own governing status being 
exempt from most 

1:46:50 

many of the laws of the State of Florida massive subsidies so it's not a good arrangement to begin with 
but if you 

1:46:56 

remember last year they came out very strong against a piece of legisla�on to protect parents' rights and 
to protect 

1:47:02 

young children from having sexualized curriculum in things like elementary school and then they had 
Execu�ves 

1:47:09 

talking about it was their uh intent to jam some of this sexualized programming 

1:47:14 



in the Disney cartoons and programming for young kids so then we're in a situa�on Tucker where they're 
taking 

1:47:20 

those posi�ons as a company which are an�the�cal to our values but with this Arrangement Florida was 
subsidizing that 

1:47:28 

type of ac�vism that could no longer stand and so now today in the State of 

1:47:33 

Florida for the first �me since 1967 Disney no longer has its own government uh they're going to have to 

1:47:40 

abide by the same laws as everybody else they're going to finally pay their fair share of taxes and pay all 
the debts 

1:47:46 

that they've racked up over these decades but my understanding was in democracy unelected corporate 
Execu�ves 

1:47:52 

get to make your laws for you no well you know there's a lot of people 

1:47:57 

in the corporate press that think that that's what they would rather have you know I just won by 1.5 
million votes and 

1:48:03 

then I go and do what I said I would do and they squeal they would much rather have Disney running the 
show in Central 

1:48:09 

Florida but there's a new sheriff in town and I think that this is going to be good for the State of Florida 
and 

1:48:15 

I'll tell you Tucker the people that work there have been very very thankful 

1:48:20 

that we took this ac�on the firefighters for example on site we're so glad that we're finally stepping up 

1:48:26 



going to listen to them and going to treat them much beter so you just wrote a book about what you've 
done in Florida 

1:48:31 

called the courage should be free Florida's brute print if I can pronounce it for America's Revival it's out 

1:48:37 

tomorrow what's it about well people would say how'd you do 

1:48:42 

it in Florida I mean we've become the focus point of freedom in the United States and even around the 
world people 

1:48:48 

look at Florida you just had someone from Spain saying a poli�cian she wants Spain to be the Florida of 
Europe and I 

1:48:55 

think what we do is we talk about the different fights that we've had our approach to leadership but at 
the end of 

1:49:01 

the day Tucker you talk about it all the �me on your show yes we got to fight overweening government 
very important 

1:49:07 

and we have a very uh uh vast administra�ve state that we batle with Biden but you also have 
Corporate 

1:49:13 

America going woke big Tech censoring so these are fights all across the scene 

1:49:18 

and when you stand up for what's right they come a�er you it isn't easy so you got to have the courage 
of your 

1:49:24 

convic�ons to stand strong but I think what we've shown in Florida if you do that and people see you're 
willing to 

1:49:30 

fight for them they'll walk over broken glass Barefoot to vote for you and I'm proof posi�ve that four 
years ago I won 



1:49:36 

by 32,000 votes last November I won by 1.5 million votes yeah well movement is 

1:49:44 

the ul�mate elec�on people are moving there so that kind of tells you I would say a lot governor and 
santz Florida 

1:49:49 

thank you very much thank you so it's Saturday Night Live which is 

1:49:56 

filmed live at NBC Studios at 30 Rock on 6th Avenue New York the audience always applauds because 
they're told to but if 

1:50:03 

you watch on Saturday night you may have no�ced the studio audience that night was weirdly quiet 
during the end of the 

1:50:10 

opening monologue they didn't know what to do woody harelson was describing a crazy idea he'd had 
for a film script an 

1:50:16 

idea so wild and unlikely no one could possibly take it seriously here's the 

1:50:21 

idea so the movie goes like this the biggest drug cartels in the world get 

1:50:28 

together and buy up all the media and all the poli�cians and force all the people in the world to stay 
locked in 

1:50:35 

their homes and people can only come out if they take the cartel's drugs and keep 

1:50:41 

taking them over and over I threw the script away I mean who is going to 

1:50:46 

believe that crazy idea being forced to doe drugs wait did he just make fun of fizer 

1:50:54 



I mean Catholic Church is one thing the family is other but fizer not allowed he 

1:51:00 

must be insane and that was the verdict of the media the Washington Post for example reported this 
quote on SNL Woody 

1:51:06 

harelson pushes popular covid-19 conspiracy theory really where's the conspiracy theory there The Daily 
Beast 

1:51:14 

echoed that Woody harelson spews an�vaxx conspiracies in Rambling SNL Monologue 

1:51:21 

now Rolling Stone magazine which was founded to fight the power obviously came out on the side of 

1:51:27 

the guy figh�ng the power Oh no just kidding Rolling Stone used exactly the same headline so the same 
people who 

1:51:33 

said you're crazy for thinking that covid may have come from a Chinese biolab now say you're crazy if 
you dare 

1:51:39 

to complain about fizer which is buying them off shut up don't laugh hard to 

1:51:46 

think of a beter way to make Woody haralson's Point than that 

1:51:51 

so George casone is supposed to be a prosecutor he's so completely out of control so totally poli�cized 
that he's 

1:51:59 

reached a point where he's more concerned with respec�ng fake trans pronouns than protec�ng people 
in Los 

1:52:05 

Angeles from kid touchers he just suspended a prosecutor for correctly referring to a child molester by 
his sex 

1:52:13 



and that prosecutor joins us next well it turns out leprechauns exist 

1:52:20 

not just on cereal boxes there are a lot of people who believe they have seen a leprechaun or as they're 
known in some countries as an elf some people think 

1:52:26 

they've seen elves and that would include the president of Mexico who announced that elves are real 
naturally 

1:52:32 

foxes Trace Gallagher has that story for us tonight hey Trace hey Tucker the Mexican president Andre 
Manuel Lopez oor 

1:52:38 

beter known as amlo says the picture he tweeted out was taken a few days ago by an engineer who 
works for the Mexican 

1:52:45 

Government it appears to show a tree with a branch framing what looks like a Halo of hair but Amo says 
it's a picture 

1:52:52 

of an alux a mischievous Woodland Spirit an elf from Mayan folklore maybe amlo 

1:52:58 

feels a kinship with the mythical Mayan elf who was known to Dart in and out of view and play tricks on 
humans only to 

1:53:05 

leave them duped again and again interes�ng because a few years ago amlo promised to bring down 
crime and li� 

1:53:11 

the economy and alas the people feel duped again this by the way is not the first mythical creature that 
amlo has 

1:53:18 

touted he was recently quot calling Cuban dictator Miguel Diaz Canal the leader of a profoundly Humane 
government 

1:53:25 

despite Cuba not having had a free elec�on in 64 years but back to the elux the elf it's the biggest social 



1:53:32 

media hit since residental Mobile Alabama swore they spoted a leprechaun up in a tree they did not get 
a good 

1:53:39 

photo of the Irish Legend but the descrip�on prompted this drawing which itself is Legend finally you'll 
excuse 

1:53:46 

the Mexican media for not poking more fun at amlo and his elf tweet Mexico is 

1:53:52 

the most dangerous country on the planet for journalists Tucker It's just such a 

1:53:57 

great story everything about that was amazing and we're grateful for you trace Galer thank you 

1:54:03 

bet here's a sad story when he was 17 years old a man called James tubs sexually assaulted a 10-year-old 
girl it 

1:54:09 

wasn't a close call he sexually assaulted her in the bathroom of a restaurant so under policies enacted by 

1:54:15 

Los Angeles's Soros back da George gasone tubs receiv received just 2 years in juvenile deten�on so 
ge�ng stuck 

1:54:23 

in a cage with a bunch of other dudes is no fun no one likes it so tubs figured a way to get out he decided 
he's a woman 

1:54:29 

and that meant he had access to women in jail as you'd expect on a recorded jail 

1:54:34 

house phone call tubs praised gon's policies listen don't worry about it 

1:54:40 

it's a strike but they're going to plead I'm gonna plead out to I'm plead guilty they're going to S me on 
proba�on and 

1:54:45 



it's going to be dropped it's going to be done done I won't have to register once or nothing an offender 
you don't have to register I won't have to do none 

1:54:52 

of that so what are they going to do to you that nothing and the call gets worse actually 

1:54:59 

so disturbing we're not going to play it but tubs goes on to make shocking comments about his 10-year-
old 

1:55:04 

molesta�on vic�m but George cascone is not mad at him no he's mad at one of his 

1:55:10 

own prosecutors for misgendering the child muster correctly iden�fying tubs 

1:55:16 

as a man that prosecutor Shaya isak enough to join us tonight and we are grateful for that Santa thank 
you so 

1:55:22 

much for coming on are we missta�ng any part of the story you were suspended for using correct 
pronouns about a man who 

1:55:29 

pled to child molesta�on correct so I was suspended 

1:55:35 

because I did not use the preferred pronoun of a child molester when 

1:55:41 

no�fying the administra�on that I had evidence that James tubs was 

1:55:47 

perpetra�ng a fraud in the court playing the D DA's office and perpetra�ng a fraud in our jus�ce 

1:55:53 

system so by no�fying everybody that they're being played I was punished because I did not use you 
know I hurt a 

1:56:01 

child molester feelings by not using the correct pronoun I'm it's just incredible to me that you're coming 
on the show to 



1:56:08 

say this out loud why are you doing this this cannot help your career to put it mildly um no but how 
could I not I'm 

1:56:16 

obligated to I have kids um I know how innocent kids be and the fact that um I 

1:56:22 

can't stand by while the misguided policies of a progressive prosecutor like George gascon are pu�ng 
child 

1:56:29 

molesters in juvenile facili�es which is going to create more vic�ms and 

1:56:34 

hiding the fact from the court so that the court is sentencing juvenil to these 

1:56:40 

facili�es with known child molesters who are adults James tubs was 26 years 

1:56:45 

old and came from prison to the juvenile facility so wasn't like this is a 

1:56:51 

juvenile and was convicted as a juvenile he was 26 years old and you're pu�ng 

1:56:57 

him in a juvenile facility I Can't Stand By and subject children to the risk of being harmed it's a public 
safety risk 

1:57:03 

and an extreme Injus�ce I I just find it amazing that you're willing to say that out loud and 

1:57:09 

of course you would know because you were there and we're truly grateful uh for your bravery Shay 
Santa thank you 

1:57:15 

very much for telling us that horrifying story thank you thank 

1:57:20 



you so there's some debate online about whether there actually are more environmental disasters more 
accidents 

1:57:28 

with cri�cal infrastructure or whether we're just no�cing them well we'll let you judge fires have broken 
out at three 

1:57:35 

separate oil facili�es all owned by the same company in a single day when the US 

1:57:41 

government has been caught commi�ng the biggest Act of environmental terrorism in history and 
blowing up the 

1:57:48 

northstream pipeline Maybe they're connected maybe not we're going to tell you what's happening cuz 
you should know we'll be right 

1:57:55 

back a lot of destruc�ve coincidences have befallen cri�cal infrastructure North America lately have you 
no�ced 

1:58:01 

here's the latest example fires have just erupted at three separate oil facili�es belonging to the same 
company 

1:58:08 

the Mexican state-owned oil giant PMX in one day one of these facili�es is located in a place called Deer 
Park 

1:58:14 

Texas also on Thursday two more PMX facili�es went up in flames in verac Cruz Mexico at least two 
people died 

1:58:20 

what caused these fires we don't know but whatever's going on is clearly alarming something you would 
atract 

1:58:25 

some aten�on from the B Administra�on but no no one cares and that may be why a 

1:58:32 



waste disposal facility in De Deer Park Texas just received more than 2 million gallons of poisoned water 
from the Ohio 

1:58:38 

train derailment local officials say were're not informed of this in advance and why would they be 
because they're not 

1:58:44 

Ukrainian so ESG stands for en environmental social and governance it's massively popular on Wall 
Street the 

1:58:51 

idea is to use investment pressure to force countries to adopt a neoliberal agenda and those principles 
destroy 

1:58:57 

countries like Sri Lanka which was pushed to abandoned chemical fer�lizer and people people St starved 
so how does 

1:59:03 

the average investor get out of ESG well Omid Malik has created a way he's chairman and CEO of colum 
bear 

1:59:10 

acquisi�on Corp he joins us tonight Omid thanks so much for coming on if you're the average person and 
you don't 

1:59:16 

want your money to go to destruc�ve schemes that an�-human what op�on do 

1:59:21 

you have well we all know the problem that Americans are sick and �red of buying 

1:59:27 

from woke corpora�ons that hate them but the problem has been how do you set up an actual Patriot 
economy uh if we 

1:59:34 

can't find each other well today I'm proud to tell you that we have a solu�on and that is that Columbia 
the 

1:59:39 



company just men�oned uh that's a public company that I run that trades on a New York Stock Exchange 
is taking a 

1:59:45 

digital Marketplace called Public Square public you need an exchange to be the 

1:59:50 

founda�on of this economy which will connect like-minded buyers and sellers in this Patriot economy so 
what I'm 

1:59:56 

proposing today is that we create the founda�on of the economy that we all want and that you and I 
have described 

2:00:02 

the most exci�ng part of this though is how huge this Market actually is and that's not something that's 
really 

2:00:08 

talked about for the last 20 years our corpora�ons have gone to places like India and China to try to find 
demand 

2:00:15 

what if I were to tell you there's a market with over a 100 million people that represents the third largest 

2:00:21 

economy by GDP and it's right under our noses put differently the last Emerging 

2:00:27 

Market in the world is red America and it is being ac�vely ignored and 

2:00:33 

alienated by our own corpora�ons so for the average person 

2:00:38 

and I'm pronouncing the name correctly now columb investment the average person can can get 
involved in this directly 

2:00:46 

without having to send money to some big investment firm that hates them and their 

2:00:52 



values yeah and that's the beauty of why Public Square the digital app that we're taking public wanted to 
do this it's 

2:00:58 

very important to them that they become a public company that just rank and file folks can go and buy 
and support the 

2:01:04 

mission and that's what we're most excited about is the democra�za�on of capital markets and we need 
to do this 

2:01:11 

Tucker because as we've discussed in the past we are slouching towards social credit scores in this 
country and so we 

2:01:17 

need to create this economy to ol at ourselves from that because the batlefield for Liberty will be 
around 

2:01:22 

Commerce not just poli�cs that's exactly right you can have all the opinions you want but if all the 
money is on the other side you're going to 

2:01:29 

obey in the end I think that's I think that's absolutely right I mean Mal I hope you will come back thank 
you for 

2:01:34 

doing this and great to see you my pleasure Tucker thank you we've got more news welcome to Tucker 
Carlson tonight 

2:01:41 

the war in Ukraine began a year ago today on February 24th 2022 when the 

2:01:46 

Russian military rolled across the eastern border of that country but in many ways the Russian invasion 
of 

2:01:52 

Ukraine was the end point of a much longer story The propaganda campaign 

2:01:57 



designed to convince Americans to take sides in this conflict a conflict that has nothing strictly speaking 
to do with 

2:02:03 

them or with America that effort began many years earlier we' Peg it to July 

2:02:08 

22nd 2016 that's the day that Wikileaks published thousands of emails from the 

2:02:14 

servers of the Democra�c Na�onal Commitee in Washington those emails Pro that party officials had 
rigged the 

2:02:20 

Democra�c process the primary process in favor of Hillary Clinton and against the Insurgent populace 
candidate that 

2:02:27 

year Bernie Sanders of Vermont within days the chair of the DNC Debbie wman 

2:02:32 

Schulz resigned in disgrace the wick leag Scandal broke on the same day that Hillary Clinton chose her 
running mate 

2:02:38 

Senator Tim Kaine and it overshadowed the nomina�ng conven�on that followed but more significantly 
the wikileak 

2:02:45 

Scandal threatened to split the Democra�c party into pieces more than 13 million Bernie Sanders voters 
many of 

2:02:52 

the young people learned that the process they had always believed in was in fact a sham they had been 
cheated 

2:02:58 

Democra�c leaders had to act quickly in the face of this to deflect blame from themselves onto someone 
else the dnc's 

2:03:05 

servers they claimed had been hacked by the Russian military the goal was to hurt Hillary Clinton whom 
the Russians 



2:03:11 

feared for her strength and wisdom and to help Donald Trump whom they controlled Russia hacked the 
servers in 

2:03:18 

order to hack the elec�on that was their story The Washington Post ran with it the first day as if it were 
true but 

2:03:24 

there was never any evidence that it was true almost 7 years later there is s�ll no evidence the dnc's 
story about its 

2:03:32 

servers is a lie but as a poli�cal strategy that lie worked flawlessly 

2:03:37 

Russia made the perfect villain it was a white Chris�an country with a tradi�onal social structure it was 

2:03:42 

everything the Democra�c party already opposed the foreign policy apparatus in Washington was happy 
to hate Russia 

2:03:48 

again a�er 40 Years of Cold War ha�ng Russia was muscle memory so soon the 

2:03:54 

leaders of both par�es in Washington signed on to the Russia collusion hoax it had the twin benefits of 
paralyzing 

2:04:00 

the Trump Administra�on which it did and jus�fying the expansion of the Na�onal Security State as the 
years 

2:04:07 

passed and the rhetoric intensified hysteria set in a�er a while anybody with a heterodox opinion from 

2:04:13 

right-wingers to avowed socialists could be accused of working secretly for Vladimir Pu�n many were 
accused and 

2:04:20 

some were destroyed by it it was a textbook Witch Hunt far more effec�ve than McCarthyism and unlike 
McCarthyism 



2:04:27 

it never ended Russia remained America's greatest enemy even as China emerged as 

2:04:33 

America's greatest threat over �me the lie that Democrats told to hide their crimes in the 2016 primaries 
came to 

2:04:41 

dominate America's foreign policy and then to imperil America itself for 

2:04:47 

Genera�ons Statesmen and diplomats work to prevent other great powers from aligning as a block 
against the US the 

2:04:53 

idea was prety straigh�orward you might be able to beat one strong country but if a couple of strong 
countries ever 

2:04:58 

got together you would lose this is why Richard Nixon went to China to make sure the Chinese 
government didn't align with 

2:05:05 

bnv with the Russians Donald Trump understood this very clearly Russia will never be our 

2:05:10 

closest Ally he said but if Russia ever becomes China's Ally we're in deep trouble the combina�on of 
Natural 

2:05:18 

Resources military and economic power and sheer popula�on would make the Russian Chinese Alliance 
the most 

2:05:23 

powerful force in the world the United States would soon be dethroned we'd be taking orders As Trump 
put it there is 

2:05:31 

no reason to make Russia our enemy and there are many reasons not to it was a sound case but official 
Washington 

2:05:38 



ignored him their response shouted in unison shut up Pu�n stooge and then they set about trying to 
provoke a war 

2:05:44 

with Russia now they have succeeded but the war we are figh�ng in Ukraine is not against Russia alone 
but also 

2:05:50 

against Russia's newest Ally the People's Republic of China what Donald Trump predicted has happened 
and in the 

2:05:57 

worst way if the war in Ukraine con�nues we will lose No Mater How It Ends the world order is being 
reshuffled 

2:06:05 

as we watch and by the �me it's over the US will no longer be at the top of the deck that is very obvious 
to the 

2:06:11 

rest of the world but what's fascina�ng is how few Americans seem to understand what's happening or 
its consequences but 

2:06:17 

how would they know no one in American poli�cs or media will tell them the truth since the first 

2:06:23 

hours a�er the invasion Americans have been fed a steady diet of increasingly absurd lies about Ukraine 
Google and 

2:06:30 

Facebook have joined with the Biden Administra�on to censor any factual informa�on that contradicts 
the 

2:06:35 

official storyline it's dystopian Joe Biden's first remarks about the war gave 

2:06:41 

no hint that we would be sending Advanced Weapons Systems and American Military advisers to 
Ukraine then 

2:06:47 



suppor�ng the en�re Ukrainian govern government and its pension system with hundreds of billions of 
us tax dollars 

2:06:53 

no Joe Biden men�oned only sanc�ons which are free sanc�ons he suggested would be enough here is 
Joe Biden a year 

2:07:00 

ago today the Russian military has begun a brutal assault on the people of Ukraine without provoca�on 
without 

2:07:08 

jus�fica�on without necessity this aggression cannot go unanswered if it 

2:07:14 

did the consequences for America would be much worse America stands up to 

2:07:20 

bullies We Stand Up For Freedom Pu�n is the aggressor Pu�n chose this war and now 

2:07:28 

he in his country will bear the consequences today I'm authorizing addi�onal strong 

2:07:34 

sanc�ons strong sanc�ons that'll do it now the goal at that point a year ago today you may remember 
this was to push 

2:07:41 

Russian forces back into their own country to reverse the invasion and that seemed reasonable to most 
people it did 

2:07:48 

not seem like the beginning of a third world war oh but it was exactly that and 

2:07:53 

by December Lindsey Graham was confident enough to say so out loud here he is how 

2:07:58 

does this war end when Russia breaks and they take Pu�n out anything short of that the war is going to 
con�nue to ask 

2:08:05 



the ukrainians to give Russia part of their country a�er all this death and destruc�on is not going to 
happen to 

2:08:12 

Signal a ceased fire Russia will take the opportunity to rearm and come at them again so we're in it to 
win it and 

2:08:19 

the only way you're going to win it is to break the Russian military and have somebody in Russia take 
Pu�n 

2:08:25 

out so we're going to says Lindsey Graham confidently con�nue pouring billions into Ukraine un�l they 
quote 

2:08:32 

take Pu�n out does Pu�n know this well we have no idea we're not allowed to see 

2:08:38 

Russian media in this country that's too much informa�on for Americans to handle but if Pu�n does 
know that we plan to 

2:08:45 

kill him wouldn't he fight back with nuclear weapons why wouldn't he fight back with nuclear weapons 
no one in the 

2:08:51 

United States seems to be allowed to wonder that much less have a conversa�on about it out loud 
instead 

2:08:56 

we're treated to more lectures about democracy Ukraine is a democracy we're told that's why we're on 
the side of 

2:09:02 

Ukraine the problem is that is a lie Ukraine is not a democracy Ukraine is a corrupt one- party State 
Ukraine has 

2:09:09 

none of the freedoms that Define democra�c governance freedom of speech freedom of the press 
freedom of assembly 

2:09:15 



freedom of religion Ukraine is the least free place in all of Europe and probably 

2:09:20 

for that reason it is Joe Biden's favorite place so for those who understand what is actually happening 

2:09:26 

and what Ukraine is actually like it is very frustra�ng to watch Biden say this again and again it is guling 
to be 

2:09:33 

lectured about democracy by a man who took power in an elec�on so sketchy that many Americans 
don't believe it was 

2:09:39 

even real Joe Biden has never had the majority of American support for a 

2:09:45 

single day of the Ukraine war in fact Joe Biden is far less popular in the United States than Vladimir Pu�n 
is in 

2:09:52 

Russia that is not an endorsement of Pu�n it's just true and it says everything about Joe Biden's tenuous 

2:09:59 

legi�macy democracy please we're adults stop lying to us so what happens next in 

2:10:06 

this war well according to our elderly treasury secretary Janet Yellen the war in Ukraine will go on forever 
and so 

2:10:13 

will our support for zalinski let me make clear the United States um and the Allies uh our support 

2:10:23 

for Ukraine will be las�ng and is 

2:10:28 

uncondi�onal uncondi�onal support for Ukraine uncondi�onal support for a 

2:10:34 

na�on most Americans know nothing about and couldn't find on a map uncondi�onal 

2:10:39 



support that's a profound statement outside of your immediate family how many people would you 
pledge 

2:10:46 

uncondi�onal support to how many countries would you pledge uncondi�onal 

2:10:51 

support to this is insane when you think about it but the people in charge of 

2:10:56 

This Disaster aren't thinking the way that most Americans do the Atlan�c magazine commemorated the 
anniversary of 

2:11:02 

the war by commissioning a piece today by Tom Nichols Nichols is a thoroughly silly foreign policy 
establishment 

2:11:07 

parasite who apparently is taken seriously by other Nells and dumb people in Washington but the piece 
is 

2:11:13 

fascina�ng in it he inadvertently reveals the point of this war is in the clearest possible terms 

2:11:20 

quote now we are faced with the long grind of defea�ng moscow's armies and 

2:11:25 

eventually rebuilding a beter world oh defea�ng moscow's armies and 

2:11:32 

building a beter world perfect thank you Tom Nichol adding those items to this week's to-do list 
unspecified in 

2:11:38 

the piece is exactly how we plan to do this how we plan to defeat Russia and its Ally China and then build 
Utopia the 

2:11:45 

piece is notably light onto tals now you'd feel a litle beter hearing all this if Tom Nichols and others like 
him 

2:11:50 



in Washington had a track record that suggested they could do any of this a track record of competence 
and success 

2:11:57 

they don't Nichols himself seems to spend most of his life arguing with other people on Twiter he's 
never 

2:12:02 

achieved anything at all that we're aware of but then virtually none of them have achieved anything 
Biden's Chief 

2:12:09 

Ukraine strategist Toria nuland you would not hire her to plan spring break she couldn't do it she doesn't 
have the 

2:12:15 

skills now these very same people these demonstrably incompetent people say they 

2:12:21 

plan to rebuild a beter world all right that seems ambi�ous how 

2:12:27 

about star�ng with Bal�more before moving on to Total Global transforma�on shouldn't we fix the 
biggest city in 

2:12:32 

Maryland First under the leadership of people like Tom Nichols and Tor newand 

2:12:38 

neoliberal Geniuses with grand plans Bal�more has devolved into third world 

2:12:43 

chaos but then so has Iraq and so has Libya and so has every other place these people people have 
decided to quote 

2:12:50 

rebuild it should spur a moment of silence and self-reflec�on in the US state department that the 
moment Western 

2:12:56 

diplomats and NOS le� the country Afghanistan got safer there are far 

2:13:02 



fewer killings in kabell now than there were 18 months ago pedestrians at Cabell can walk to dinner at 
night without 

2:13:08 

being murdered now that fact doesn't tell the whole story of Afghanistan of course but we shouldn't 
ignore that fact 

2:13:15 

it means something if you spend B ions trying to make a place beter and it gets worse you have an 
obliga�on to 

2:13:22 

think about why maybe you're doing it wrong maybe you're not as powerful and clever as you thought 
you were maybe 

2:13:29 

there's a problem with your formula but none of this ever occurs to people like Tom Nichols and Toran 
nulan 

2:13:35 

and for that mater Joe Biden the more discredited they are the more self-confident they become they 
see 

2:13:43 

every failure as evidence that their talents are more desperately needed than ever what is this well it's 
called 

2:13:50 

hubris hubris is the delusion that causes people to mistake themselves for God they imagine they have 
power and 

2:13:57 

wisdom and foresight they don't actually possess that no human does huis is a 

2:14:03 

species of mental illness these people are unwell they're crazy and there's nothing more dangerous than 
that huus 

2:14:10 

has caused more suffering than polio it's caused more deaths than small poox and apparently we're in 
the middle of 

2:14:17 



another epidemic of it Douglas McGregor is a re�red army colonel who knows a lot about hubus he joins 
us tonight so 

2:14:23 

not to single out Tom Nichols who's one among many people Afflicted with this but to say that our goal 
is to crush 

2:14:32 

Pu�n's armies the armies the over Million Man armies of Russia and then rebuild a beter world does 
that strike 

2:14:37 

you as a litle ambi�ous well not really if you consider the Washington strategy right 

2:14:43 

now led by President Biden why fight one war when you can fight two at the same 

2:14:48 

�me against two of the most powerful na�ons in the world everything that the Biden Administra�on has 
touched thus 

2:14:55 

far is a disaster the world is dollariz Europe's economies are are not 

2:15:01 

growing Russia's economy is growing and growing faster than Europe's economies 

2:15:06 

we have a fire sale on dollars and us treasuries last year Russia's budget 

2:15:12 

deficit as a percentage of GDP was 2.3% America's budget deficit is a 

2:15:17 

percentage of GDP was 5.4% the Ukrainian armed forces are facing a Manpower crisis they're hur�ng 

2:15:26 

boys old men and women into uniform the Ukrainian armed forces are strained to 

2:15:31 

the Limit without NATO military Manpower Manning and conduc�ng opera�ons the 

2:15:37 



Ukrainian armed forces would fall apart then you look at NATO NATO is deeply 

2:15:42 

divided turkey is ready to leave the alliance they're aligning more and more with each passing week with 
Central Asia 

2:15:49 

with China with Russia and other countries Germany is desperate for the resources to keep its scien�fic 

2:15:56 

industrial base func�oning Germany is not going to stay in NATO if this war 

2:16:01 

con�nues indefinitely and then finally you have Russia itself our greatest 

2:16:07 

achievement has been to enable Pu�n to build a Russian military establishment 

2:16:12 

that is larger and more powerful today than we have seen in 30 years and qualita�vely it is superior to 
anything 

2:16:19 

the Soviets fielded in the 1980s and as you and I speak the Russians are 

2:16:25 

assembling the largest stockpile of ar�llery ammuni�on Rockets missiles and drones frankly since the 
second 

2:16:32 

world war and they're about to hurl all of it at Ukraine and finish the job they began a year 

2:16:39 

ago I grieve when I hear nice people in this country there are so many and I o�en hear it root for zilinsky 
like 

2:16:45 

he's a sports hero they have no idea a what's at stake here in the massive Global realignment underway 
because they 

2:16:51 

would have no way of knowing U because they don't watch you and the very few others who tell the 
truth I appreciate your coming on tonight dou thank 



2:16:59 

you the B Administra�on has spent billions and billions well apparently hundreds of billions if you total it 
all 

2:17:05 

up in Ukraine but it has done nothing for the people of East Pales�ne Ohio 

2:17:11 

really does seem like a metaphor Aaron Brockovich joins us next on that and much more on the special 
edi�on of 

2:17:18 

Tucker Carlson sun on the year anniversary of the war in 

2:17:24 

Ukraine East Pales�na and Ohio Ohio and Ukraine are not technically related in 

2:17:31 

any way but you s�ll can't help but no�ce the difference between how they are treated by the Biden 
Administra�on 

2:17:38 

so the administra�on just announced another two billion dollars in funding 

2:17:43 

for Ukraine we sent them over 100 million already but no money for the people and East Pales�ne who 
as you 

2:17:49 

well know were exposed through no fault of their own to toxic chemicals Aaron brovich is in East 
Pales�ne tonight and 

2:17:56 

we thought it would be interes�ng to talk to her and thank you so much for coming on do you know I 
mean can you see 

2:18:02 

the disparity in oh of course can you see that the the disparity between the concern for the people of 
Ukraine know 

2:18:09 

which I'm not discoun�ng as as real with the concern for the people in 



2:18:14 

East Pales�ne there seems to be a huge difference 

2:18:20 

well it's certainly concerning to the people of East Pales�ne I mean you know we're pushing a month 
now and they s�ll 

2:18:25 

don't have any answers it's very obvious something's really gone wrong out here I've been out here 
down on the ground 

2:18:31 

and they're really frustrated why they don't feel that their agencies or their Administra�on cares about 
what's 

2:18:38 

happened to the community so it is very apparent they are are concerned and not 

2:18:43 

being seen or heard so that you you make such an interes�ng point and I don't know the answer to this 
but you've been 

2:18:49 

around this kind of thing before you think that there's something specific that they're not being told 
that's 

2:18:54 

that's your sense yeah there is and I mean it's like 

2:19:00 

oh my gosh come on we're out here I what 44,000 fish are dead we've seen them 

2:19:06 

we've seen them out here today a�ng The Creeks they're removing stuff the the 

2:19:11 

wellheads are locked what's up look you don't have to go any further in my opinion than a 100-year 
study that we 

2:19:17 

all know the miners did for us it's called the canary and the M sha� send the canary down there it dies 
might not 



2:19:23 

be good for humans you have dead fish might not be good for humans you have dead animals might not 
be good for 

2:19:28 

humans you've sent a horrible mixed message to this community drink the water don't drink the water 
safe not 

2:19:34 

safe it's it's horribly confusing and extremely frustra�ng to them and 

2:19:40 

something actually has gone wrong here and there's informa�on that has yet to 

2:19:45 

come forward and the story will con�nue to unfold I it's so nicely put and I just 

2:19:50 

want to pick up on something you said the well heads have been locked what did you 

2:19:56 

mean so so in the schools uh so the children can't drink The Fountains and 

2:20:02 

then on private Wheels around here they've got locks on them so they 

2:20:07 

obviously come on if there's no problem you don't need to lock a a drinking 

2:20:13 

fountain you don't need to be error ra�ng the system and you you can explained away all day long to me 
that 

2:20:19 

nothing's wrong but I I I I see what's going on here yeah I think it's beter to make decis 

2:20:25 

me it's beter to make judgments on the evidence than on the words I agreee with that thank you Aon 
brovich good to see 

2:20:31 

you tonight thank you Tucker it's nice to see you thank you Senator Josh Holly 



2:20:37 

represents Missouri in the United States Senate he's been watching all of this Senator thanks so much 
for coming on you 

2:20:43 

just can't have you you hate to connect unrelated stories but you just can't 

2:20:49 

help but no�ce the difference in the level of concern for Ukraine versus 

2:20:55 

Ohio yeah and I don't think they're unrelated at all Tucker I mean the truth is that Joe Biden and let's 
face it 

2:21:00 

Congressional Republicans have spent over 100 billion dollar in coun�ng on 

2:21:05 

the Ukraine war and meanwhile the folks in East Pales�ne have poison in the water poison in the air it's 
clear that 

2:21:12 

our infrastructure in this country is crumbling and what is this Administra�on doing about it frankly 

2:21:17 

what is Congress doing about it not a whole heck of a lot and I think that that's a STK contrast and I 
would just 

2:21:23 

say to Republicans listen you can either be the party of Ukraine and the globalists or you can be the 
party of 

2:21:29 

East Pales�ne and the working people of this country but it's �me to say to the Europeans no more 
welfare for Europeans 

2:21:35 

let the Europeans take the lead on Europe it is �me to put the working people of this country first to 
make 

2:21:41 

those folks strong again and to make this country strong again if you keep ignoring people and short 
circui�ng the 



2:21:48 

Democra�c process they get increasingly radical everyone's like Trump's so radical Trump's prety 
moderate actually 

2:21:54 

are you concerned that you could see actual radicalism in American poli�cs just born of frustra�on why 
wouldn't 

2:22:00 

that happen well you just look at at what the the mayor of East Pales�ne for example 

2:22:05 

said Tucker you listen to the folks on the ground there and listen I hear the same thing all over Missouri 
my state is 

2:22:10 

not so different from Ohio it's not different at all people say that the folks in Washington DC care more 
about 

2:22:15 

the borders of Ukraine than they care about the borders of our own country they care more about 
what's going on over there than the drugs that are 

2:22:21 

flooding into our schools and our communi�es in Missourri and every other state across this country 
they care more 

2:22:28 

about other Count's roads and bridges than they do about our own so yeah I'm concerned I'm concerned 
about the fact 

2:22:34 

that folks don't feel they're represented they don't feel they're spoken for and the truth is much of the 
�me they're not and that's why I would 

2:22:40 

just say to my fellow Republicans it's �me for us to stand up and speak for the working people of this 
country and 

2:22:46 

put them first amen because people will get too frustrated and that's no one wants to 

2:22:51 



live in a really vola�le country uh Senator Josh Holly Misouri thanks so much for coming on tonight thank 

2:22:58 

you so what's interes�ng is how the worst most destruc�ve people in the 

2:23:03 

world are almost always painted as the heroes and vice versa so zalinsky who is clearly demonstrably a 
destroyer of 

2:23:10 

things not a builder of things a destroyer has taken over $100 million in your tax money and now he's 
telling you 

2:23:18 

how dare you ques�on that and if you do ques�on or future payments to him and his wife it's dangerous 

2:23:25 

watch I would like to thank all of the American people that are suppor�ng 

2:23:30 

Ukraine the Congress the president the 

2:23:36 

TV uh channels the journalists litle more on that this 

2:23:42 

special anniversary edi�on of Tucker Carlson tonight the one year anniversary of the war in Ukraine we'll 
be right 

2:23:50 

back risking nuclear war to defend what we're calling democracy in Ukraine it might be worth checking 
in with 

2:23:56 

Americans since in a democracy their opinion should mater so according to the polls Americans actual 
Americans 

2:24:03 

think we should stop giving money to Ukraine in a new AP Poll for example just 37% of Americans favor 
sending 

2:24:11 

taxpayer dollars to the corrupt and repressive government of Ukraine now the 



2:24:17 

the man who runs that corrupt and repressive government zilinsky was just asked about this watch his 

2:24:23 

response if they do not support Ukraine they will lose NATO they will 

2:24:31 

lose um The Cloud of the United States they will lose the leadership posi�on 

2:24:38 

that they are joining in the world uh that they joined for a very fair reason 

2:24:43 

and they will lose the support of the country with 40 millions of popula�on 

2:24:49 

with millions of children are American children's any different than 

2:24:54 

ours don't Americans enjoy the the same things as we do I don't think we're that 

2:25:01 

different if it happen so that Ukraine due to various opinions and weakening 

2:25:08 

deple�ng of assistance loses Russia is going to end 

2:25:18 

Bal�c states NATO member states and then the us will have to send their sons 

2:25:25 

and daughters exactly the same way as we are sending their sons and daughters to 

2:25:30 

war and they will have to fight because it's a NATO that we're talking about and 

2:25:35 

they will be dying they're selling that man as a hero and he has for a full year done his best 

2:25:43 

to get your sons to Ukraine to die in beh half of his country he's not a hero he's an an�-hero he's a 
destroyer 



2:25:51 

Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Davis is the defense priority senior fellow he joins us tonight I'm just amazed 
that the US 

2:25:57 

media in conjunc�on with this Administra�on has been able to sell this guy who clearly has contempt for 

2:26:03 

the lives of American ci�zens as George Washington how have they been able to do that yeah I it's it's 
been concerning me 

2:26:11 

for quite a long �me Tucker I'll tell you but this this clip you just played really it's kind of as a whole new 
level 

2:26:17 

of basically claiming that it's It's Our obliga�on to go and fight on his behalf and and it's not look the the 
idea that 

2:26:25 

he's figh�ng for NATO and for Europe and to prevent America is nonsense I'm sorry we have to be honest 
about this 

2:26:32 

but you can tell a�er a full year of War Russia has eak out about 15% of One 

2:26:37 

Na�on on their border they pose absolutely no threat to Nato or to the 

2:26:42 

United States na�onal security because they don't even have the capacity so this is issue is between 
Russia and 

2:26:48 

Ukraine and that's what needs to be resolved but the idea that this could expand to Nato and that we 
would have to 

2:26:53 

go fight that would only be a choice that we make completely outside of any need for our 

2:27:00 

country why is Noone stood up really every single day for the last year to say you know you may feel for 
the 



2:27:05 

ukrainians I certainly do we owe no historic debt to Ukraine we have no historic connec�on to Ukraine 
we have no treaty with Ukraine we have nothing 

2:27:11 

to do with Ukraine any more than we do with East �mour or Congo like this is insane why no one say 
anything about it 

2:27:18 

right yeah and and I and I think that I I suspect that that's star�ng to change because look we have 
absolutely been 

2:27:24 

over backwards to help Ukraine and given a staggering amount of our own na�onal security equipment 
and yet it's more and 

2:27:31 

more as demanded and now they I think he actually wants us to go and fight for him which I can 
understand from his 

2:27:36 

perspec�ve but I cannot understand from our perspec�ve and it is �me for us to say we need to focus on 
American 

2:27:43 

Na�onal Security and on American needs and that does not mean ge�ng close to to poten�ally striking 
a war between 

2:27:48 

Russia and the United States nicely put Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Davis for us tonight thank you 

2:27:54 

always my pleasure so the Biden Administra�on has effec�vely ignored East Pales�ne Ohio and and 
really all 

2:28:01 

of Ohio which has been ro�ng for years parts of it and went and said to Kiev this week the aid Sirens 
played for 

2:28:07 

maximum drama�c effect the media was deeply impressed by the whole warlike display he's 

2:28:13 



Churchill to find a day of this kind of presiden�al bravery in a war zone 

2:28:19 

you've got to go all the way back to 1864 July when Abraham Lincoln as 

2:28:25 

president went to see Confederate soldiers who were firing on Washington DC I think it's historic uh it's 
like 

2:28:32 

when JFK went to Berlin in 1963 when Ronald Reagan went to West Berlin in 1987 and said Mr 
Gorbachev 

2:28:40 

tear tear down this wall sininsky has been called The Church of Our Genera�on and Biden going there 
today I think it's 

2:28:47 

going to be a a moment for the history books what an inspiring day what an inspiring few days a Drew 
immediate 

2:28:55 

parallels uh to JFK in Berlin uh Reagan at the Brandenburg gate saying Mr 

2:29:02 

gorbachov tear down this wall of course the danger was far greater for Joe Biden 

2:29:07 

this was just about as good as it gets the dishonesty and the recklessness 

2:29:13 

the pure stupidity and the aggression really boggles the mind Glenn Greenwald is the host of the 

2:29:18 

Fantas�c show system update which airs every day on Rumble we're happy to have him join us Glenn 
thanks so much for 

2:29:24 

coming you feel like maybe we've passed a threshold in propaganda where there's kind of no coming 
back if Doug Brinkley 

2:29:30 

can say something like that that's just so obviously untrue on every level like where does that leave 



2:29:36 

us I think it's the key is to actually acknowledge how potent War propaganda is 

2:29:41 

if you look at the opinion of the American people which I know nobody cares about and you ask them 
should the United unit States be the world's 

2:29:47 

policeman overwhelmingly 80% will s�ll say no if you ask them do you think the United States is 
involving itself in too 

2:29:54 

many wars overwhelmingly Americans will say yes and yet every �me we're presented with a new war 
they're able to 

2:30:00 

Rally the public to support it including a country that most Americans have never given any thought to 
for good reason 

2:30:07 

before which is Ukraine that has no vital interest to the United States and now we're there for a year 
pouring more 

2:30:12 

and more money and more and more Weaponry into it even though it has nothing to do with the of the 
American people except a �ny sliver of Elites 

2:30:19 

who work for rathon in the CIA and the reason is is because they depict something as Bal and Theatrical 
and 

2:30:25 

contrived as Biden's trip to Kiev for 5 hours as some sort of world historic 

2:30:31 

event that everyone in reality will be forge�ng about by next Tuesday and it's constantly designed to 
play at the 

2:30:37 

heartstrings and the decent impulses of the American people to support things that are just not in their 
interest are 

2:30:44 



you worried big picture that Americans will become so frustrated at being ignored by their leaders really 
mocked 

2:30:51 

by their leaders that they'll get radical in a way that's dangerous I think you're seeing that 

2:30:57 

around the world the reason why people are turning to all kinds of an�-establishment leaders or 

2:31:03 

an�-establishment proposals like brexit where the United Kingdom just removed itself from the EU or 
turning to very 

2:31:10 

unconven�onal leaders like Trump or bonaro and Brazil and the like is because whoever promises to 
burn down 

2:31:15 

the establishment the Democra�c and the Republican Party establishment or the Western military 
establishment that 

2:31:21 

people know are not on their side the public will go to them regardless of who they are that is how much 
the hatred has 

2:31:28 

compiled and assembled for these ins�tu�ons and I have to say it's welld deserved so yes you can have 

2:31:34 

nega�ve outcomes but these ins�tu�ons have made their own bed and now they're lying in it that's right 
but I mean 

2:31:40 

bolsonaro and Trump let's be honest propaganda are moderate guys like they both believed in the 
system but you 

2:31:46 

could get people who truly want to burn it down and they would have an audience because people are 
so jus�fiably 

2:31:54 

infuriated yeah I mean the the contrast between what is happening in Ohio and what is happening in 
Ukraine that 



2:32:00 

everybody ignores these people in Ohio because as we know those are the people in our country who do 
not count and they 

2:32:06 

all know it and if you get to the point where tens of millions of people start to realize that the poli�cal 
class and 

2:32:12 

their poli�cal leaders in both par�es do not care about them at all they're will eventually lead to as you 
say 

2:32:19 

something far more radical than the supposedly radical leaders we've already had and that can be 
dangerous but it can 

2:32:24 

also be healthy and whether but but when you start trifling with that stuff the results are really 
unpredictable but I 

2:32:30 

want to say again that the fault lies with this establishment that is just growing increasingly arrogant and 

2:32:36 

insular that every word that you just utered is true and I think very wise and people should pay 
aten�on Glen 

2:32:42 

Greenwall thank you so much great to see you thank you Tucker so the Biden Administra�on commited 

2:32:48 

the single largest most profound Act of industrial terrorism of sabotage in 

2:32:54 

history they blew up the nordstream pipeline which brought energy from Eastern Europe to Western 
Europe the 

2:32:59 

consequences of this will unfold over the genera�ons we're going to bring you a update on that next on 
the special 

2:33:06 

edi�on of talk Carlson 



2:33:11 

night the northstream pipeline was one of the most important pieces of infrastructure in the world it 
supplied 

2:33:17 

energy to our NATO allies in Western Europe it helped Western Europe con�nue then it blew up who 
blew it up well the 

2:33:24 

bid Administra�on has had promised to blow it up and then it exploded and a�erwards the White House 
and the media 

2:33:30 

claimed Russia did it Russia they blew up their own pipeline voria nuland at 

2:33:36 

the state department a truly Sinister figure admits she's very pleased the pipeline is gone well none of 
this makes 

2:33:41 

any sense obviously the Biden Administra�on blew it up there's really no doubt about that but 
Democrats are 

2:33:48 

s�cking with the lie that no Russia did it we thought we'd ask Jimmy dor who he thinks did it he's the 
host of the Jimmy 

2:33:54 

door show he joins us now Jimmy door thanks so much for coming on so it seems obvious the Biden 
people did it but in 

2:34:00 

doing it they not only causes massive environmental catastrophe but they also sha�ed their so-called 
NATO allies why 

2:34:06 

does no one seem to care about this well be uh you know Americans uh 

2:34:14 

are are well people forget what happened is Americans are the most propagandized people in the world 
right and they don't 

2:34:21 



even know what's happening with the nordstream pipeline what's they think that propaganda happens 
to other people 

2:34:27 

so this is 100% propaganda War and why doesn't Joe Biden want to inves�gate 

2:34:32 

this why doesn't Congress want to inves�gate this if they inves�gate it they'll know it it'll show that the 
United States didn't do it and Russia 

2:34:38 

did it so why don't they want to inves�gate it Sweden Denmark and Norway already did their own 
inves�ga�on of 

2:34:45 

this they won't release it why won't they release this inves�ga�ons just like they don't want to 
inves�gate the 

2:34:50 

cause of the Corona virus outbreak they don't want to know the answers they don't want to inves�gate 
them because 

2:34:56 

they already know the answers you know America is turned into Chris Hedges has called the America a 
mafia State a �ny 

2:35:02 

Cal of people have control of our government and they're using it to do War for economic profit you 
know what 

2:35:08 

youed the difference between our Mafia State now back then the mafia helped defeat the Nazis back 
then now we're 

2:35:15 

actually arming Nazis you know and isn't it just like America to ignore the Nazis 

2:35:20 

that are suffering here at home trying to buy eggs while we fund Nazis and other countries it's 
unbelievable what's 

2:35:26 



happening this is the this is really about World War III and why aren't they inves�ga�ng it no now they 
won't even 

2:35:32 

ask them a ques�on you know saur's art uh ar�cle came out detailing how they all blew up the 
nordstream pipeline and 

2:35:38 

the American Press won't even ask the people he named in that ar�cle a ques�on about it they won't 
ask 

2:35:43 

Victoria Nan they won't ask Jess Sullivan they won't ask Anthony blinkin in fact those people won't even 
give a 

2:35:48 

statement about it you know who will talk about it Kirby the press secretary at the white house because 
I'm sure the 

2:35:54 

people who did the inves�ga�ons have a pipeline right to uh Kirby but not to Anthony blinkin not to 
Sullivan not 

2:36:01 

Victoria neon by the way these are the same people who lied us into the Iraq War lied to us about Libya 
lied to us 

2:36:07 

about Syria dropped so many bombs in Syria they ran out of bombs they're doing the same thing 
America is the 

2:36:13 

world's terrorist we have 400 military bases surrounding China we provoke this by people don't know 
that the CIA got in 

2:36:20 

bed with the right-wing Nazis in Ukraine to overthrow the democra�cally elected government of Ukraine 
in 2014 we had a 

2:36:27 

we had a peace deal it was called the mince Accord and then they violated who violated it Ukraine kept 
sh shelling the 

2:36:33 



donbass which are the Russian speakers in the eastern part of the Ukraine and that's why Pu�n had to 
be provoked to 

2:36:40 

invade to protect those people nobody will tell you that everybody who talks about every other news 
sta�on by the 

2:36:46 

way you're the only one doing this and I applaud you for le�ng people come out and tell the truth about 
what's actually 

2:36:51 

happening in Ukraine other sta�ons when I watch what they do is they start the 

2:36:56 

history of Ukraine from Pu�n's invasion they never tell you that we overthrew their de democra�cally 
elected 

2:37:02 

government in 2014 they never tell you that they didn't stop shelling the people in the D they never 
abided by the 

2:37:08 

minst Accord they don't tell you that the former uh German Prime Minister said 

2:37:14 

that the the reason why they did the men the cords in the first place was so that Ukraine could build up 
their military to 

2:37:20 

get ready for this war that they're provoking so the American people are waking up there was a big okay 
uh anyway 

2:37:26 

I'll leave it there you sound like a Pu�n shill Jimmy 

2:37:32 

door you're this is the most propagandized country in the world makes me sad to agree with you but I 
but I do 

2:37:37 

Jimmy D thank you so much thank you so we're going to take a 

2:37:42 



quick break from the super depressing news from Ukraine on this one- year anniversary to show you 
part of a 

2:37:48 

fascina�ng conversa�on we just had with Mr Wonderful Kevin o that's 

2:37:54 

next Yi is one of the most successful certainly one of the most famous investors and businessmen around 
because 

2:38:02 

he's a TV star in addi�on to a businessman he's on Shark Tank and has been for 15 years he's Canadian 
he has a 

2:38:11 

really interes�ng analysis of the economy and the United States and basically he 

2:38:17 

believes certain places are becoming very different from other places and there will be no business in 
places like 

2:38:23 

New York and California before long we talked to him for a brand new episode of Tucker Carlson today 
here's part of 

2:38:32 

it Massachusets is at war with entrepreneurship Elizabeth Warren will 

2:38:39 

punish you for Success she will make sure you pay super taxes if you're successful the regulatory 
environment 

2:38:45 

there is prohibi�ve for business New York even worse New Jersey forget about 

2:38:52 

it California is not in business you can't do business there and they're leaving like droves out of there so 
this 

2:39:00 

compe��on of states is beginning to occur I could put money anywhere 

2:39:06 



anywhere why because the pandemic changed our economy 40% of my staff at 

2:39:12 

every company regardless what city they're headquartered in Works remotely that's never going to 
change primarily 

2:39:18 

in accoun�ng Logis�cs some marke�ng posi�ons certainly sales you just don't need to be in the 

2:39:25 

office anymore I know there's guys trying to get everybody back but you can see through empty 
buildings in New York 

2:39:30 

City they're just not coming back they never going to they don't want to pay those taxes but the point is 
they're 

2:39:35 

never going to what happens to Sixth Avenue I think you turn it into condos I 

2:39:42 

mean what else you going to do but who's going to why would why would people live there if they don't 
have to go to the office I'm not I'm not cap rates in 

2:39:49 

other words the cost of real estate in in some of these places where it's highly now if you talk to real 
estate 

2:39:55 

developers in New York and I hear them every day they'll talk their book to the cows come home the 
truth is in commercial real estate they got issues 

2:40:02 

like real ones yeah because people don't want to put the Nexus of their business in a place where AOC is 
telling you I 

2:40:10 

hate you I'm going to li�gate you I'm going to sue you I'm going to make sure that you can't create a job 
do you 

2:40:15 

remember the Amazon 10,000 jobs well she kicked out of there the guy that was running that 

2:40:21 



program I know personally he said wow was I ever glad we get out of that mess they hate us there they 
don't want our 

2:40:28 

jobs well which jobs are they going to get exactly like when you start chasing away entrepreneurial 
Capital so my whole 

2:40:35 

point is there are goto States and there's no go States and no 

2:40:40 

go States right now are New York New Jersey Massachusets California you 

2:40:46 

cannot invest in those places they are no longer investable interes�ng interes�ng 

2:40:52 

perspec�ve Kevin oi that conversa�on on Fox Na�on right now so District Atorneys backed by George 
Soros are not 

2:40:59 

simply ignoring the law in making major American ci�es unlivable they're enforcing radical crazed gender 
ideology 

2:41:06 

the Soros back da in Los Angeles George gasone just suspended one of his prosecutors Shay Santa why 
because Santa 

2:41:13 

supposedly used the wrong pronoun to refer to a convicted child molester called Hannah tubs that 
prosecutor is 

2:41:20 

going to join us on Monday and we really look forward to that and a lot more by the way the show has 
learned there's a 

2:41:26 

brand new book being marketed to kids that celebrates our fake trans Admiral 

2:41:32 

Richard LaVine now called Rachel it's called she persisted because trans women are women anyway 

2:41:39 



order in the book drama�c reading have the best weekend 

 


